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SPECIAL PREFACE

There are two important facts that should be understood 
from the outset. The first is that the author fully realizes 
that it was the whole Court, without a dissent, that handed 
down the Deep Rock. Case. When reference is made to Mr. Jus
tice Roberts it is with the knowledge that he is speaking for 
the Court, hot himself alone. This method was used only for 
an easier approach to the contemplated overall philosophy of 
corporation law of Mr. Justice Roberts and as a less difficult 
manner of presentation.

The second Important fact that should be considered is 
this, that the author realizes that this thesis is written 
fully against the tide of practically all previous commentary 
on the Deep Rock Case; that hitherto the opinion and the de
cision has received almost unanimous support; and that the 
author stands for all purposes alone in his analysis.
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INTRODUCTION

The burden of this thesis is to endeavor to clarify the views con

cerning the so-called Deep Rock Doctrine.-It is maintained that there 

has been essential misunderstandi ;g concerning the doctrine.

The thesis will begin with a chapter delineating the essential 

facts in the case, Taylor v Standard Gas & Electric Company.'*’ Because 

the facts have been rather generally unknown, this is a very important 

section of the work. In this chapter the entire history of the Deep 

Rock Oil Corporation will be told. Then the process of litigation in

volving the parent, Standard, and the subsidiary, Deep Rock, will be de

tailed. In this will be contained the hearings before the special master 

in the District Court, the appeal to the Circuit Court, the action before 

the Supreme Court of the United States, with the opinion of Mr. Justice 

Roberts. In this same chapter will come the further litigation incident 

to the actual allocation of the stock and notes resultant on the adjudi

cation and the approved plan of reorganization. The end of the chapter 

will see the final disposition as implemented by the lower federal courts.

The third chapter will be a detailed consideration of the opinion of 

Mr. Justice Roberts. This discussion, however, will be completely on a 

proximate level. There will be no treatment from any basis but that of 

the limited scope of the opinion itself. The law, in the light of the 

facts detailed in chapter one, will be analyzed, considered and weighed. 

There will be an evaluation on this proximate level of the opinion. A

■ " ■...........    - "■ ■ ■ ■ ■ '■ I' ' ■ I

1. Taylor et al. v Standard Gas & Electric Co., et al., J06 U.S. 5°7>
27 February 19J9. Mr. Justice Roberts for the Court. No dissent.
Mr. Justice Frankfurter took no part. Mr. Justice Douglas not yet 
seated.
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statement of the duty of the Court, of the question before it, and of the 

historical position of the case will be ma.de. There vzill follow an ex

position of the Instrumentality Principle in direct reference to its use 

by Mr. Justice Roberts* Following this there will an indication of the 

conclusions of the thesis on a proximate level.

In the fourth chapter there is the ultimate conclusion of the thesis, 

namely that the Deep Rock as a ’doctrine’ is a misapplication of equitable 

principles, that, as a result, the only logical course of action it can 

take is retirement from the field of corporation la?/ of parent and subsi

diary. This entire chapter is devoted to the ultimate Conclusions of the 

case* The elements prepared in the chapter on the factual issues involved, 

and in the chapter on the proximate legal questions, will be studied and 

considered in a conspectus that will place the Deep Rock doctrine in its 

position in the general field of corporation lav/ of parent and subsidiary. 

In this chapter comes tne true conclusion of the thesis and the final in

dication of the essential Import of the study. Of necessity there is a 

treatment of the lav/ both prior and posterior to the adjudciation of the 

Deep Rock case. This gives the proper historical perspective and enables 

a correct evaluation.

This fourth chapter prepares the way for the peroration and exhorta

tion of the Conclusion. ITothing other than a summary of the full import
2of the thesis is presented in ti-.is conclusion.

2.. Reference is herewith made to a more extensive study of this same 
particular subject by this writer. This study is entitled: "The 
Death of the Deep Rock Doctrine.” In it will be found fuller docu
mentation, detailed transcripts of important tesitmony in the lower 
courts and hearings before the special master. The implications un
expressed in the present work will be found fully therein. The im
portance of reference to this work by anyone desiring an exhaustive 
study of the Deep Rock cannot be overemphasized.

ma.de


CHAPTER Ils A DETAILED 1'IARRATIOZT OF THE PACTUAL ELECTS REQUISITE TO 
A FULL UHDERSTAHDIIsG OF THE UNDERLYING ELEMENTS OF THE DEEP ROCK CASE



EARLY BEGINNINGS

The Deep Rock Oil Corporation is a Delaware corporation whose busi

ness is that of producing, refining and selling oil and gasoline in the 

midwestern states* It was organized in 191? at the instigation of H.M. 

Byllesby Co. and was ultimately taken over as a subsidiary of the Stan

dard Gas & Electric Co. Standard owned about, 92$ of the common stock of 

Deep Rock and all the directors of both companies were virtually the 

same. Colonel Byllesby was the first predident of Standard and later, 

in recent years, John J. O’Brien became president of both Byllesby and 

Standard, as well as Deep Rock.

"From its organization Deep Rock was, most of the time, "two jumps
1

ahead of the wolf", as one of Standard’s officers testified." The finan

cial structure of Deep Rock consisted of notes in the amount of $10,000,00u, 

common stock, owned by Standard, and preferred in the hands of the pub

lic. In the system of Byllesby there was also the dummy corporation 

known as the Byllesby Engineering and Management Corporation. Deep Rock 

wholly owned the Deep Rock Oil and Refining Company. All the intercor

porate dealings between Standard and Deep Rock were placed on the books 

of the two companies and noted in an open account, which is the main sub

ject of the litigation in the Deep Rock case. All the firms in the Byl

lesby system were so interconnected by offices, officers and directors as 

to be practically indistinguishable.

1. Mr. Justice Roberts speaking for the Court in Standard Gas & Electric 
case, cited fully supra.

4
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The first evidences of irregularity came when the Refining company 

was ordered transferred by Deep Rock to Standard. Standard so domina.ted 

Deep Rock that there was no possibility of doing otherwise. Once the com

pany was with Standard there were rentals charged against Deep Rock on 

the open account for the lease of the Refining company to Deep Rock.
2

Over the years these rentals came to §4,525,000,000.

As time went on there were charges against Deep Sock for the work 

of supervision, which was a questionable occupation, by the Management 

Corporation. These fees reached the total of about a million and half 

dollars. This brought the open account to §6,052,682.85,

All the while that this open account was building there were in

terest charges., monthly and compounded, at the rate of seven percent.

/ In all these interests charges added to the account: §6,448,440.69.

The next item of questionable character was the declaration of di- 

vidends to the common stock ovmed by Standard. This brought the open 

account to the total of§17,087,l%.52»

Further there were sundry expenses and chargesail of which resulted 

in the final total of about §20,000,000. against Deep Rock in the open 

account.

BANKRUPTCY

After fourteen years of such conduct, Deep Rock went into bankruptcy

2. All of these figures may be verified in the Transcripts of Records 
and File Copies of Briefs, 512, 1958, Volume I, 61,2,5; II, 27“55» 
Henceforward these;will be cited: R. and B., I, 61,2,5-
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at the instance of Gray and. Riddle, two non-Standard officers. The cause 

was moved from the Tulsa County Court to the District Court for the Nor

thern District of Oklahoma. Revievers were appointed. Standard filed 

claim in the amount! of about $9,000,000. Georget S. Ramsey was retained 

by the receivers. The case went to a special master. Ramsey attacked
• X

the Standard claim and alleged the counterclaim in the amount of $20 mil

lion on the grounds of the Instrumentality Rule. The master heard the 

full testimony. He approved a plan of compromise of the Standard claim 

at $5 million. This plan was proposed by a Reorganization Committee un

der Shinners, vice president of Standard. The plan operated on the pre

mise that the compromise would be accepted. At the close of the hear

ings before the special master the Taylors, public preferred stockholders 

in Deep Rock, intervened and carried on the litigation from that point.
5

The Taylors felt that the attorney for the trustee, Ramsey, was not re

presenting their interest satisfactorily.

The District Judge rejected the compromise on the ground that the 

preferred public shareholders were not given protection. The matter 

dragged on for some time and finally the Committee came up with another 

plan and compromise, substantially the seme as the first one. This time 

the District Judge accepted, urged on by Ramsey, attorney for the trustee. 

This plan called for compromise of the Standard claim at million.

The Taylors then appealed to the Circuit Court of Appeals. The 

Court went over the same ground again. The result was affirmation of

5. Any apparent confusion here is due to the fact that the proceedings 
began for a receivership and ended in bankruptcy.
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the holding of the District Court. There was an excellent dissent by 

Justice Bratton in which the Instrumentality Rule was adequately limned 

and applied. The Circuit Court did not reject the Instrumentality Rule 

but -felt that the indicia were not present in the case.

The Taylors petitioned for a writ of certiorari and received it. 

The case came on for hearing before the Suprme Court and the task of 

writing the opinion fell to Mr. Justice Roberts. The opinion of Justice 

Roberts rejected the plan as approved by the District Court but allowed 

Standard’s claim. There was no mention of the Deep Rock counterclaim in 

the amount of §20. There had never been any mention of thia counterclaim 

in the history of the litigation. Justice Roberts moved the claim of 

Standard out of its ordinary position, as creditor, behind the preferred 

shareholders, but ahead of the common.

RESULT OF ADJUDICATION

On the basis of a report of the Securities and Exchange Commission 

submitted at the request of the District Court directed towards the im

plementation of the Roberts’ decision, the assets of Deep Rock were valued 

at about seven million dollars. This meant that the stock allotted to 

the preferred of Deep Rock was valueless. The plan called for payment 

in cash of §2,900,000 to the holders of the §10 million Gold Notes, pibus 

new debentures valued at §5*5 million. Of 400,000 shares of new common, 

the noteholders received 500,000. But on the basis of the SEC evaluation 

the common was valueless and the new notes inadequately secured. The

6. Report of the SEC on Deep Rock, released by the SEC on 29 April
1940. Corporate Reorganization, Release No. 2J.
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old pref erred was allotted 100,000 of the new common. The common stock 

received nothing of the new.

The Deep Rock itself received nothing at all. It succeeded in none 

of its claims for the §20 million.

Standard had its claim allowed, but the assets left nothing for it.

It was not held to pay any of counterclaim.

On the valuation of the SEO, Deep Rock had assets at §7* million, 

claims outstanding at §2J. million and hence was insolvent to the extent

* 7of §16. million. The counterclaim was §20. million.

7. The full picture of the capitalisation and the result of the new plan 
are found in the SEO Report noted suoaa, and are found with extensive 
commentary and analysis in the "The Death of the Deep Rock Doctrine, *' 
also noted supra.
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The Facts - Vncontested

”... the result reached in the 
principal case is eminently 
proper.”

—Michigan Law Review.

Perhaps one of the most heartening factors in the analysis of the Deep Rock 

Case, and its consequent Deep Rock ’Doctrine,’ is the nature of the facts. They 

were completely and unabashedly uncontroverted. They were clear, and when the facts 

are clear there remains nothing to oloud the law, but the law itself. It is a 

pleasure for a Justice to meet his problem this way, standing as it were naked 

before him. He knows there will be no factual escape, no circumstantial quibble 

to detract from the shining luminosity of his decision, as luminous as the luminous 

facts before him. Justice Roberts felt this pleasure. His almost laconic words 

accept the implicit challenges "All the witnesses were officers, directors or
2agents of Standard, or its affiliates, and officers of” Deep Rook. "All the

2 documentary evidence came from the books and records of Standard and Deep Rock.” 

This same pleasure in ah unchallenged set of facts spreads itself out to everyone. 

Certainly a commentator could feel emboldened to begin when he picks up the pages 

of Deep Rock and knows that he knows, and Mr. Justice Roberts knows, and the whole 

world knows that this is the whole and the true story of Deep Rock, and that no 

one would gainsay it. That adds a lustre to a commentary. Clear facts breed 

clear law. They do not guarantee it, but they are a help.

1. From the commentary by Edmund O’Hare, $8 Michigan Law Review 88, 1939> cited 
supra. Key to the worth of the comment, which is most brief, is in these 
words; "The decision seems to be an application of the Boyd rule..." The 
article indicated a total lack of understanding of the case. Quotation 
at 88.

2. Roberts, at Jll.
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The Task Before the Court

"♦..the court... was au
thorized and required, as a 
court of equity, to recognize 
the fights and the status of 
the preferred stockholders...”

5 
—Justice Roberts

Justice Roberts did not waste his words delineating the duty of the court in the 

matter at hand. He knew the case was originally and essentially a bankruptcy proceed

ing. The Taylors had been allowed to intervene only when it was obvious that the trustee 

in bankruptcy was capitulating to the Reorganization Committee and to Standard. This 

did not change the complexion of the case. It was still bankruptcy, and bankruptcy 
is always equity.^ Roberts had read Ramsey where he said:

Thus Collier on Bankruptcy, 15 Ed., Vol. 1, page 59, sayss ”A 
bankruptcy court is a court of equity, seeking to administer 
the law according to its spirit, and not merely by its letter. 
Proceedings in bankruptcy generally are in the nature of pro
ceedings in equity, and frequently call for the exercise of 
full equity powers in the ascertainment and proper enforcement 
of the equities of the parties; where this is so the court may 
apply equitable rules and will be governed by equitable princi
ples.” Continental Ill. Nat. B. & T. Co. v. C., R. I. & P. R.
co., 29U U.S. 6U8.5

5. Roberts, at 522.

11. The Supreme Court of the United States summed up the duty nicely in a recent 
case: ”lt is merely a question as to the amount by which Consolidated is 
indebted to the subsidiaries and the proof and allowance of that claim. The 
subsidiaries need not be sent into state courts to have that liability de
termined. The bankruptcy court having exclusive jurisdiction over the holding 
company and the subsidiaries has plenary power to adjudicate all the issues 
pertaining to the claim.” This was a case under 77B also. Consolidated Rock 
Products et al. v. DuBois, 512 U.S. 510, 191+1.

5» From Brief of George Ramsey, attorney for the Trustee in Bankruptcy, Briefs, 
Vol, 92. Page 531 ’’Exhibit B to Trustee’s Brief.”
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This is what Justice Roberts meant when he referred to the court "as a court of 

equity.”6

All the parties even remotely interested except Byllesby itself, were before 

the court. The Taylors were certainly there, as the Independent Committee for the 

Protection of Preferred Stockholders, and so was Standard, and Deep Rock itself, 

and the Trustee in Bankruptcy representing everyone, the creditors, the corporation, 

the stockholders. "When an equity court has everyone before it, it can do substantial 

justice, it can exercise ’’full equity powers in the ascertainment and proper enforce

ment of the equities of the parties."5 All this Justice Roberts knew.

There was even more behind the clipped phrases of Justice Roberts. He had also 

read in the Taylors’ brief:

The scope of review of an appellate court in bankruptcy cases 
has long been recognized as a trial de novo comparable to any 
appeal in equity. (Cases cited.)

Upon such an appeal, appellate courts will completely adjudicate 
all matters before them even though not passed on in the lower 
court, as long as those matters were in issue in the court be
low as well as on appeal.7

All this had Justice Roberts read, and all this, and more, was implicit in the short 

words in which he expressed the task before the court. Mr. Justice Roberts was con-* 
o o

vinced that ’’the court ... was authorized and required”0 to act "as a court of equity." 

There is even a further enheartening element here. To know that the facts are uncon

troverted is satisfying. To know that something -> or everything can be done about it; 

to know that nothing blocks the path of justice, neither factual, nor procedural, nor 

technical, is even more satisfying, - to a Justice or to a commentator. Justice Roberts 

had full power to do full justice.,

6. Roberts, at J22.

7. From the Brief of the Petitioners, at page 98. Briefs, Vol. $2,

8. Roberts, at $22. This duty of a court of equity is important. When the court 
so acts, goes to the heart of all the problems, de novo as it were, it adjudi
cates all the problems, as even those of the Minority Common who were not re
presented in court at all, but whose rights the court must protect in equity.
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The Question Before the Court

"The question presented is whether the 
District Court abused its discretion 
in approving the compromise of a claim...

—-Justice Roberts^

The importance of a good beginning cannot be overemphasised. If the very question 

under discussion is not understood} there can be no wonder at later misunderstandings. 

The question of the case is basic to the whole. Justice Roberts has indicated that 

the question involved nothing more than a determination whether the lower court abused 

its discretion in allowing the compromise of the Standard claim. This would seem to 

perhaps be an oversimplification. It would appear that there are other questions pre

cedent to a consideration of discretion or its abuse.

The first step towards the true question in the case in point of logic is a step 

from the ’discretion1 to the compromise.' The compromise is prior in consideration to 

the discretion. This would appear to be clear to Justice Roberts by the trend his ad-
<»

judicati-n actually took, but it is well to stress the logical progression and analysis. 

Before the .questions Did the court use discretion? is the question: Was the compromise 

valid? Tnio is because it is invariably an abuse of discretion if the compromise was 

in fact invalid. The question before the court might well have been worded: Is the 

compromise valid?

But that still would be far from the ultimate question. It is not licit to talk 

of the validity of the compromise of a claim when the intrinsic validity of that very 
o

claim has not been determined. Only a fool would pay a clearly invalid claim. It is, 

at best, to be half a fool to compromise the same invalid claim. To determine whether 

the comrpromise was valid you must first determine whether the claim itself was va

lid. This fact was fully understood by Justice Bratton of the Circuit Court. He knew

9« Roberts, at 5°8,9. Two points must be stressed in the matter of the question of 
the court. First, that a bankruptcy court must adjudicate de novo if the facts so 
impel it* Hence, the court here would be forced to go behind such ostensibly ir- • 
regular dealings as stood on the face of things. Second, it is true that total va- 
liadity of a claim is not demanded for compromise, where there is colorable validi
ty, or at least compromisability. Here the facts patently demanded an adjudication 
on the merits first. .
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I

the right order of the discussion. Before•'discretion,’ -- the claim itself.

Whether a proposed plan of reorganization shall be approved 
rests in large measure in the sound judicial discretion of the 
trial court. But assuming that the claim of Standard should 
not have been allowed in any sum, it follows as the night the 
day that the approval of this plan with the untenable claim 
included as a liability of the corporation constituted a grave 
prejudice to the rights of others in interest.

Even Mr. Shinners, Chairman of the Reorganization Committee, felt that way about it* 

When I first got into this situation, I realized that the 
crux of the Deep Rock is the question of the validity of 
the Standard claim. It is correct that, depending upon 
whether or not Standard has a claim, depends the entire 
form arid substance of ariy"plah of reorganization that is 
to be submitted. 1

Of this much there is certainty, the question that first must be answered iss Was , 

there a valid claim? This’ on first face is a simple enough question.

^ut that is only on first face. This question cf the validity of the claim of 

Standard is in truth a bifurcated one. Suppose that the claim in itself and without 

further consideration of surrounding circumstances were valid, but that actually 

Standard was in no position to be presenting any claim at all, valid or no. ‘4aat 

would pose another question beyond the question of the mere validity of the claim. 

It could be said that this is nothing other than saying that the claim is in it

self invalid. Perhaps that is true, ihere is a point for consideration, however. 

Thus at the same time that the court is asking* is this claim valid? It might 

well be askingj is Standard in any position to be presenting any claim against 

Deep &ock, valid or not? Another way to put that question would bes can Standard 

come in as a creditor? Certainly the determination of whether Standard can come 

in with any claim is a question that must be answered before the validity of the

10. Bratton, CJ, at 710* (Italics added.)

11. Testimony of Shinners, R. and B., II, 425. (italics added.)
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claim Standard comes in with is passed upon. NbW the question might be: can Stan

dard present any claim? This is a far cry from the mere discretion of the court, and 

no one would deny that it is folly to speak of discretion, or allowance, or compromise, 

or claim, if there is no right at all even of presentation. There are many ways of ■ 

putting this. Can Standard be considered a creditor at all? If Deep Rock is Stan

dard, and Standard Deep Rock, can Standard claim anything from Deep Rock? If Deep 

Rock is a part of Standard, can a whole claim against its part? The Circuit Judge
I

expressed the same concept in another way in his dissent: ’’...the allowance of the
IP 

claim in any sum amounts to Standard asserting a claim against itself...”

The question of the validity of the claim has of necessity, then, this double 

aspect, this bifurcated nature. First—Is the claim valid in that. Standard can 

come in at all with any claim. Second—Is the claim valid in that, if Standard 

can claim at all, it is bona fide, is justly made, is for value received and repre

sentative of good consideration? Strictly this bifurcated question of the validity 

of the claim is answered jointly. While the court is determining if Standard can 

come in at all, it must and does perforce consider each of the elements in the claim 

that would render the claim bona' fide, for value received. This is precisely what 

Justice Roberts does do. He considers each item of the claim, and of necessity, he 

decides the general position of Standard when he considers the several items of the 

claim in globo.

There was never any doubt that Justice Roberts was all too cognizant of this 

question of the adjudication of the claim on its merits. He specifically adverts 

to the alarming fact that not one of the lower courts, and that includes the Special 

Master, ever passed on the question of the claim on its merits. There was a continual 

hovering, far above in the white empyrean of discretion, without any descent to the 

matter of the claim on the merits.

12. Bratton, CJ, at 710
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In the District Court the petitioners insisted, that as the 
testimony before the master had been closed he should be 
required to pass on the provability1 of Standard’s claim and 
no reorganization plan should be considered until the validity 
of the claim had been adjudicated. The court, without passing

* on tnis demand, refused to approve the comrpronise or the 
plan of reorganization.^5

Justice Roberts expressed the situation well.

There is moreover in this matter of the claim the further matter of the offset 

to the Standard claim. There isthe question of the twenty million dollars in coun

terclaim wnich Deep Rock has alleged from the outset.

Inextricably entwined in any "ascertainment and proper enforcement of the equities 

of the partiesis the thorough determination of what Standard owes Deep Rock. This 

is true because of the nature of tnis offset. ThiB claim and the offset claimed a- 

gainst it are not separable itmes. Both are reducible to the same general account. 

It is simply a matter of an overall audit of the same books. As the Standard claim 

is proved to be false, the offset of Deep Rock grows. It is not as if the court were 

able to adjudicate on two separate items, the one a claim, the other a counterclaim. 

Do, it is a single evaluation of the debit side of the ledger, the side ssowing the 

amount Deep Rock owes Standard. When that one figure is determined, at fifty-two mil

lion dollars or at tnirty-two, the double problem of claim and offset is determined in 

one action. Thatis why the matter of the counterclaim is implicit in the matter of 

the claim.

In fact, then, theultimate question of the court isa viewing of the equities of 

the patsies. It could be otherwise expressed as a concurrent determination of the va

lidity of the claim and of the counterclaim. With this the overall view of the proper 

order of questions is clear. Fundamentally the question before the court is: Hcs Stan

dard a claim? Deep Rock an offset? The more correct wording is: '.'hot are the substantial 

equities Of the parties? Could it be said that that is what Justice Roberts meant by: 

“The question presented is whether the District Court abused its discretion in ap- 

1'5J Roberts, at 515*
14. From Supremo Court of United States in Ramsey brief, Briefs, Vol. 92, 55-1-*
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15proving the compromise” xof the claim? If it is, his later actions do 

indicate an oversimplification* But, be that as it may, the inescapeable 

fact is that the question is the claim, the counterclaim, the equities of 

the parties* Since that is the question before the court it is only sensible 

to presume that Justice Roberts vias attempting to answer it. How far he falls 

short is another matter* For the purposes of the study, presumption is that 

he is answering it.

The Ultimate Factual Determinations

"The result is salutary.”
—Charles Rembar in the 

Columbia Law Review. 16

Justice Roberts proceeded slowly to answer this question before the court* 

In answering it he handed down adjudications. They were not, any one of them, 

the final conclusions of the case, but they were steps on the way. They were 

essential pronouncements that would finally, in. mass, form the basis for his

ultimate conclusions of law. As he proceeded, as any good logician would,

he discussed and settled the relevant factual determinations, no one of

which could be set aside or ignored if the final conclusion of the case was 

to be based on a solid foundation. These relevant factual determinations 

formed a pattern, and wove a design that was later to stand out in the de

cision of the case. This pattern was definite and rsadily discernible. Which 

is nothing more than is expected of a clear-thinking reasoner. This pattern is 

the ’instrumentality principle,’with the various, several elements forming the 

inner 'design, and the totality of the elements forming the pattern as a whole. 

Justice Roberts fits his treatment and discussion onto this pattern*

15» Roberts, at 508*

16. Charles Rembar, Claims against Affiliated Companies in Reorganizations. 
5? Columbia Law Review 907, at 951. June, 1959*
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The Instrumentality Rule

”ln the course of the hearing" the 
District Judge stated: ’’The evidence 
is overwhelming that Standard ran 
this company? they officered itj they 
capitalized it; it is just a child in 
their hands, and if there ever was a 
case the law is clear on, it is nothing 
but an instrumentality, according to 
the admissions."

17 -—Justice Roberts.

This pattern that Justice Roberts followed can be described in many terms.

And it has been. The point is, call it what you may, it is the pattern he used

and it expresses an elemental concept. The majority opinion of the Circuit

Court put it one way:

"Where... the relations between parent and subsidiary 
are so intimate, the control of the former over the 
latter so dominating, and the business and assets of 
the two so commingled, that the recognition of distinct 
entity vri.ll result in wrong or injustice to third per
sons, courts should look through the fiction of distinct 
entity and deal with the situation as justice requires. °

The Circuit Court may call it “looking through the fiction of distinct entity.’*

The District Judge in his own forceful manner chose merely to call Deep Rock 

an ’’instrumentality” and dispense with the name of a “rule”. It was enough for 

him that an ’’instrumentality" could not acknowledge a claim on the part of the 

principal.

At another place the Circuit Judge indicated almost identical sentiments:

•i.the parent corporation will be responsible for the obli
gations of its subsidiary when its control has been exercised 
to such a degree that the subsidiary has become its mere in
strumentality.^

17. Roberts, at 513.
18. Ehillips, CJ, at 706.

19. Phillips, at 70U.
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The dissenting Justice in the Circuit Court referred to a disregard of the 

corporate fiction? ”... it is well settled that the fiction of corporate 

entity should be disregarded when it is necessary to circumvent fraud or 

uproot a harbor for wrong*” This is nothing else than the familiar ’’pierc

ing the corporate veil.” The ’’looking behind the fiction to the substance.” 

They all come to the same substantial meaning. Perhaps the most fortuitous 

expression of the essence of the concept came from Bratton*

A parent corporation may not assume the position of 
. creditor and assert a claim in bankruptcy against its 
subsidiary which has been dominated and controlled as 
a mere adjunct, department or instrumentality, since 
the assertion of a claim in such circumstances amounts 
to the presentation of a claim against itself in fraud 
of bona fide creditors. (Gases cited) 21

These are some of the various expressions of the form for the pattern that 

Justice Roberts followed in answering the basic question before the court. 

But Justice Roberts had his own expression of this pattern. He put the same 

concept in his own way:

Petitioners invoke the so-called instrumentality rule, ... 
It is not, properly speaking, a rule, but a convenient 
way of designating the application, in particular circum
stances, of the broader equitable principle that the doc
trine of corporate entity, recognized generally and for 
most purposes, will not be regarded when so to do would 
work fraud or injustice. This principle has been applied 
in appropriate circumstances to give minority stockholders 
redress against wrongful injury to their interests by a 
majority stockholder. It must be apparent that the pre
ferred stockholders of Deep Rock assert such injury by 
Standard as the basis of their attack on the decree below.

20. Bratton, at 707.

21. Bratton, at 708*
22. Roberts, at 322.
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So Justice Roberts prefers with-the District Judge not to call it a "rule”.

With Justice Roberts it is a "convenient way of designating the applica-
22tion ... of the broader equitable principle.” .The point remains robustly 

clear that the description of the concept may vary, but the concept remains 

the same. The District Judge may express it one way, the Circuit Judge another, 

and Mr. Justice Roberts may call it "a broader equitable principle,but the cold 

fact is still present, a corporation cannot claim against itself.

This pattern, then, was the one that Justice Roberts followed as he proceed

ed step by step through the number of lesser determinations that he reached 

throughout the opinion. That he was fully conscious that the Taylors based 

their whole case on this concept, he has already told us.

Petitioners invoke the so-called instrumentality 
rule, -- under which, they say, Deep Rock is to be 
regarded as a department or agent of Standard, — 
to preclude the allowance of Standard’s claim in 
any amount. The rule was much discussed in the 
opinion below.

That he preferred to call this concept one thing rather than another, cannot be 

considered even slightly reprehensible.

Justice Roberts’ approach to hia final adjudication was limned in an ex-
pp

cellent outline and "was much discussed in the opinion below.The treatment 

that the Circuit Court gave the concept embodied in Justice Roberts' pattern can 

be very helpful in seeing the progress of Justice Roberts along the way of the 

case. The Circuit Court has already laid out the various, several elements, — 

milestones, if the metaphor can be mixed a bit. The Circuit Court did not reject 

the concept or the rule of instrumentality, but simply denied that Deep Rock was 

an instrumentality. But in arriving at that conclusion it did give excellent

22, Roberts, at J22
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treatment to the concept itself, although ex professo the Court had nothing to

do with the rule, since "clearly whether Standard was entitled to the allowance

of its claim on the merits is not the issue here presented."^? The Circuit Court

, borrowed in toto its treatment of the rule. First it gave a brief discussion

of the rule, then it gave the milestones that will aid in following Justice

Roberts through the number of relevant factual determinations.

Sections 3 and 6 of Powell on Parent and Subsidiary 
Corporations, inpart, reads

4 "The Instrumentality Rule, in its shortest form,
may now be stated:

"So far as the question of control alone is con
cerned, the parent corporation will be responsible for 
the obligations of its subsidiary when its control has 
been exercised to such a degree that the subsidiary has 
become a mere instrumentality.

"The Instrumentality Rule is recognized in all 
jurisdictions in this country and our problem there
fore is to determine the circumstances which render 
the subsidiary an ’instrumentality* within the mean
ing of the decisions. This is primarily a question 
of fact and of degree."

"The circumstances rendering the subsidiary an 
instrumentality. It is manifestly impossible to 
catalogue the infinite variations of fact that can 
arise but there are certain common circumstances which 
are important and which, if present in the proper combi
nation, are controlling. These are as follows: . . ."“4-

With this the Circuit Court lists the eleven general elements that comprise the

"so-called instrumentality rule." These general categories are a break-down of

the concept. The pattern which Justice Roberts followed in his discussion of

the ultimate factual determinations fits neatly in or' over these eleven categories.

Justice Roberts did not outline his opinion by headnotes nor by the use of these

categories, but he did follow them. He did not call it the 'instrumentality rule,’" 

but he did trace thru each of the elements. These elements will help in follow-

Phillips, CJ, at 703.
2U. Phillips, CJ., at 70U 
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ing the Justice’s reasoning. In these elements lie the bulk of Justice Roberts’ 

treatment of the case. These relevant factual evaluations comprise ten of the 

twelve pages of the opinion. They leave him with nothing to do but gather the 

strings together and make his final and truly ultimate conclusions of law. These 

elements form the pattern and answer the questions before the courts the claim, 

counterclaim, the equities. The answer to the questions is the final adjudication 

Of the case.

Capital Stock Ownership

Deep Rock ’’was under the 
complete control ... of 
Standard through owner
ship of the common stock."

—Justice Roberts.

JusticePhillips ha<£ described the first element of the concept as: ’’The

26 parent corporation owns all or most of the capital stock of the subsidiary.” 

Justice Roberts makes occasional references throughout his opinion to this total 

ownership of Deep Rock stock by Standard. In the very beginning of the opinion 

when he lists the parties: —"...and Standard Gas & Electric Company, which owns
, 27

practically all of the common stock of the debtor, claiming as a creditor.” ' VJhat 

Roberts meant by "practically” was that Standard "owned 98 percent of the common
28stock." At anotzier place Justice Roberts tells how Standard came to this complete 

ownership:

The common stock went into a voting trust which gave Standard 
and Shaffer equal control. Shaffer undertook the management 
of the properties and the business. After two years Standard

25. Roberts, at J10.
26. Phillips, CJ., at
27. Roberts, at 509*
28. Phillips, CJ., at 697 •

. . t
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^000 shares of preferred which was can-

became dissatisfied, with. Shaffer’s management and he 
severed his connections with the company selling his 
common stock to Standard and surrendering to Deep 
Rock 50

• celled*

Justice Roberts adequately treated the matter of complete ownership of the capital

stock by Standard.

Common Directors and Officers

"A majority of Deep Rock’s 
officers were officers or di- 
rectors of Standard or of the 
Management Corporation or of 
both.”

—Justice Roberts-,

Justice Roberts had seen the complete charts of directors and officers pre- 

pared by ’Judge’ Ramsey, had reviewed the same charts in summary in the dissent 

of Justice Bratton. The results he expressed in a briefer form throughout his 

opinion.

"Standard’s officers, directors, and agents always con
stituted a majority of the board. The remaining directors 
were operating officers or employees of Deep Rock who had 
been employed on-behalf of Deep Rock by Standard or the 
Byllesby Management Corporation, ... a wholly owned sub
sidiary of Standard, or were under the complete control 
of Standard.30

Justice Roberts simply groups all the factual information concerning the common

‘ directors and officers presented throughout the whole story of Deep Rock in the

conclusive phrase: "...the paramount interest of interlocking officers and 

directors in the preservation of Standard’s position*.."51 This factor of

common directors and officers was the second of the four admittedly present elements

of the Instrumentality Principle noted by the Circuit Court in their conscious con-

29. Roberts, at 510*

JO. Roberts, at J10*

31* Roberts, at 323*
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sideration of the rule.

"The Parent Corporation Finances the Subsidiary"3^

"Standard .-.. -was its banker
.and its only source of fi* 
nancial aid."

— Judtice Roberts.**

Again one clipped phrase serves to summarize many pages of the record. Justice 

Roberts read of loans, advancements, charges on the open accountj he checked the 

■pages of accountants’ reports, of accountants’ testimony: He read the words of 

the brokers of Byllesby. He heard the accounts of the stock issues, the manipula

tion, the false annual statements. And he made the far-reaching conclusion that 

Standard "wa's its banker and its only source of financial aid."^U circuit Court
I 

also agreed that Standard had financed the Deep Rock. This was the third of the 

four admissions in its analysis of the instrumentality rule.

The Parent Incorporates the Subsidiary

Deep Rock "was organized in
1919 to take over the properties 
then being operated by C.B.Shaffer."

35—Justice Roberts

The details of the early history of Standard and Deep Rock were fully clear 

to Justice Roberts. He had no such summary at hand as is in these pages, but 

he had the same facts in the four volumes of the records and briefs. He could 

follow the tale of the early days when "there was old Colonel Byllesby, and Mr. 

O'Brien and R.J.Graf and a few select others."36 ge h.eard just as vividly the 

words of Mr. O'Brien: "So we got into the oil business that way."3? To his 

perceiving mind and understanding experience the portrayal of the "swirl around 

3'2• Phillips, CJ, at 705.
33. Roberts, at 3H«
3U« Roberts, at $11.
35* Roberts, at 309*
36. From "The Life of the Deep Rock."
37• J« J. O’Brien, R. and B., II, 2.

, V ; : 
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the LaSalle Street Offices”^ was just as realistic as any summary in any pages. 

Justice Roberts in his succinct and customary style does not belabor the point. 

He speaks of its organization in 1919. and quite innocently (with tongue in cheek, 

if possible in a Justice,) and blandly concludes the matter* ”... Standard then 

had investments in various utility properties but had never been interested in 

oil.”3® Justice Roberts does point to the somewhat indirect method of organiza

tion; ”...Byllesby, an investment banicing corporation which controlled Standard,
38 

entered into a contract with Shaffer whereby he was to organize the Deep Rock. 

Beyond this the Justice does not comment further on the organization of Deep Rock 

by Standard.

Inadequate Capitalization

’’From the outset Deep Rock 
Was insufficiently capital
ized, was top-heavy with 
debt and was in parlous 
financial conditions.”

—Justice Roberts. y

Of all the indicia of corporate identity in the law of parent and subsidiary, 

the fact of inadequate initial and continued capitalization is generally regarded 

as one of the most cogent.^-0 Such inadequacy sets the legal mind to thinking that 

here is rather a joint enterprise than separate entities; that rather the financ

ing is continuing, and should as a consequence be continued to its logical con

clusion. Such thoughts might well have been at the base of Justice Roberts’ 

mind when he said; "So inadequate was Deep Rock's capitalization that, in the 

Jb. Roberts, at $09.
39. ■ Ibid., at 3^-5•
Lj.0. See Luckenbach S. S. Co., Inc, v. W. R. Grace & Do., Inc., 267 Fed. 676. Cert, 

denied, 23U U.S. Wallace v. Tulsa Yellow Cab Taxi & Baggage Co., I78 Okla.
15. Latty, Subsidiaries and Affiliated Corporations, 113, il|.o, IWT 197, 216.
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period from organization to 1926, the balance due on open account to Standard 

grew to more than $1^,800,OOO»O0M It would be difficult for Justice Roberts

to resist the thought that such sums as this $1L|.,800,000.00 were rightfully and 

in fact part of the initial enterprise, part of the proper and adequate initial 

capitalization. This risk-nothing and gain-all attitude of Standard’s was promi

nent in Justice Roberts’ thinking. ’’From its organization Deep Rock was, most of 

the time, "two jumps ahead of the wolf," as one of Standard’s officers testified.^

Justice Roberts did not miss a detail of the whole story of Deep Rock, and the 

Colonel and his men, and even as here, Mr. O’Brien. Later in the opinion he noted 

that "as before, Deep Rock’s resources were wholly insufficient for its business
hz

and the open account began again to build up..." xhe Justice had even noticed 

the Colonel’s handy ’open account.’

Perhaps it was right here that Justice Roberts and Justice Phillips parted 

company. This element of inadequate capitalization was the fifth of the eleven 

in the breakdown of the instrumentality rule in the opinion of Justice Phillips. 

This fifth was ‘the first which Justice Phillips felt could not be patently 

present. He was loath to exclude it completely. It obviously was important, 

though, and he was afraid of it. So, he quietly and gingerly, and with the help 

of a soothing subjunctive, concluded that it "may be said to be fairly debatable.’’^ 

It would appear that here the Justices walked no more together.

Parent’s Use of Subsidiary Property

"Standard so managed it af
fairs as always to have a 
stranglehold upon it."

—Justice Roberts^-5

L).l. Roberts, at 315
L|2. Ibid., at 310
Uj. Ibid., at 316.
11U. Phillips, CJ., at 7^5 •
45. Roberts, at 31$,
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A favorite term with Justice Roberts when referring to Standard, is "pro

prietor." He uses it first when he acknowledges the Taylors' allegation that 

Standard had been in fact a principal, "...it was asserted that as Standard 

had made Deep Rook its mere agent or instrumentality it could not transmute 

itself from the status of proprietor of Deep Rock's business to that of 

creditorHe uses it again when he refers to Standard,-almost in direct 

answer to the. Taylors' allegation - "as at once proprietor and creditor of 

Deep Rock."^ As in the past, however, nowhere does Justice Roberts adopt 

the exact words of the outline of the Circuit Court. Here the Circuit Court 

described the sixth element as: "The parent corporation uses the property of 

the subsidiary as its own."^ But Justice.Roberts uses his own approach. 

"The officers of the debtor, who were chosen for their technical or business 

experience in the oil industry, although allowed some discretion in the matter 

of development and operation of the oil properties, reported to and were 

always subject to the direction of officers and directors of Standard."U9

The difficulty with an itemization of the elements of the instrumentality 

rule is most apparent with this sixth breakdown. In most respects the use 

of property is a concomitant of complete domination and control, and complete 

domination and control is considered separately under a special heading by 

Justice Phillips. Much of Justice Roberts’ comment on this use of Deep Rock’s 

property by Standard is considered when he treats of Standard's domination.

Domination and Control

"Thenceforward 
"was under the 
and domination

the" Deep Rock 
complete control 
of Standard." t 
Justice Roberts.

L|j6*

U8.
U9-

Ibid., at J12, Italics added. 
Ibid., at 325, Italics added. 
Phillips,. CJ., at 705 
Roberts, at 310.

/
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Were any one of the several elements of the concept of ’’corporate identi

ty of would-be entities” to be called the most important it would be that of 

domination and control. Around this element all others are grouped as around 

a center. If one corporation, the parent, exercises such thorough control and 

domination over another, the subsidiary, it is immediately apparent that soon the 

subsidiary ceases to have a life of its own, that soon it can be called nothing 

but 'part* or ’department' or adjunct’ or 'instrumentality.' Essentially what 

faced Justice Roberts in determining whether Standard could present a claim against 

Deep Rock was the questions to what extend did Standard so lead Deep Rock’s life 

for it that it could be said that not Deep Rock but Standard lived, breathed cor

porate life, was the entity in fact? This explains why Justice Roberts devoted 

so much of his time to considerations surrounding domination. In concluding the 

presence of the other elements that comprised the concept of instrumentality 

often he massed the results of, much thought, perusal of the record, study of the . 

briefs, into one concise conclusion, as when he said simply: - and without fur

ther comment - ’’Standard ... was its banker and its only source of'financial aid*”^ 

When he considered the question of domination it was different. He had read every 

word of Deep Rock's sad and tired career. He had read all, that is in these pages 

and more. He had no intent to minimize the value of the other indicia, in fact 

he could not without deliberate falsification, but in his delineation of the 

Deep Rock story he undoubtedly was striving for a full portrayal of the 

multitude of events and affairs of the old Colonel and of his spirit. The 

full flavor of that narrative could only be tasted by an ample treatment of
ri 

the most important factor in the fourteen years - the ’’stranglehold”'' as Justice . 

Roberts put it that Standard had on Deep Rock.

50. Roberts, at Jll.

51. Roberts, at J1J. .
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Vihat Justice Roberts said at the and of his discussion of Standard’s 

domination would better be a pr,elude here. He sensed the impossibility of 

telling the full story in so few pages:

It is impossible within the compass of this opinion to 
detail 'the numerous other transactions evidenced by the 
books of the two companies many of which were to the 
benefit of Standard and to the detriment,of Deep Rock. 
All of them were accomplished through the complete control 
and domination of Standard and without participation of 
the preferred stockholders who had no voice or vote in 
the management of Deep Rock's affairs.
...At no time did Standard^have less than a majority of the 
voting stock outstanding.

55 But this inability "to detail the numerous other transactions" did not deter 

him from detailing many.

Internal Domination - Properties

"Standard decided that Deep 
Rock should purchase the so- 
called Bradstreet properties,, 
the orioe of which was $650,000.

—Justice Roberts

"About 1922 Standard decided that, in view of the unsatisfactory progress 

of Deep Rock, earnings must be increased by the acquisition of additional oil 

properties and by the erection of a modern gasoline cracking plant."5^- So "Stan

dard decided that Deep Rock whould purchase"-^ the properties. This was not a 

matter for Deep Rock to consider. Standard had decided. Justice Roberts 

immediately dispels any thought that Deep Rock might have had any corporate 

responsibility or life of its own in this deal by adding: "Again part or all 

of the sums so expended were advanced by Standard to Deep Rock and charged against 

the latter.

52. Ibid., at 520* 
55• Roberts, at J15 
5U- Ibid., at 317.
55. Ibid., at J18.



For a full page of his opinion Justice Roberts traces out the design that

Mr. O’Brien had drawn for the handling of these properties. He tells the story

of the Refining Company,

in Delaware known as the

should take title to the

shows how the properties

"In 1922 Standard had caused a company to be formed

Deep Rock Oil and Refining Company,1 intending that it

Bradstreet properties and the cracking plant.” He 

then suddenly left Deep Rock and belonged to the new

Refining Company. He does not miss a point of the scheme. Perhaps he did 

not paint the full color into the scene , but it is all there. There is the 

equally sudden transfer of the Refining Company, with the ownership of the 

properties, to Standard. ’’The entire capital stock of Refining Company, evi

dencing equity ownership in the Bradstreet properties and the tracking plant, 

was transferred to Standard.”56 jjo, there is no color painted in, but Justice 

Roberts does draw the full-forced conclusion:

Thus, on the face of things, Standard, through owner
ship of the capital stock of Refining Company, owned 
and controlled the Bradstreet properties and the crack
ing plant and put itself in such a position that, with
out its continued cooperation,56 Deep Rock could not 
function.

The Justice moves fast. From the properties themselves he goes right to the 

leases of the same properties.

Internal Domination - Leases

"At the dictation of Standard’s 
officials, a lease was executed 
by the Refining Company to Deep 
Rock covering the properties in 
question.”

—Justice Roberts.'7'

56. Roberts, at 318.

57• Idib., at 319.
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There follows the details. “For the first three months, pay §75*000.00 

per month and, for the ensuing four and three-quarters years, pay §50,000.00

58a month to Refining Company as rental.” The Justice does not neglect an 

item. It might even "be said that the old Colonel would have been proud of 

Justice Roberts. As such a point, and as a sidelight; he telescoped several 

O’Brien maneuvers into a sentence and wryfully remarks; "Such rental as was 

paid by Deep Rock was at once declared by Refining Company as a dividend to 

Standard, and such as was not paid was debited to Deep Rock by Standard in the 

open account." This indeed is the whole story over again, in the Justice’s 

own pithy manner. "Under this lease, which expired October 1, 1930* Deep 

Rock paid, or became obligated to Standard in the total of §5*075*000.ge 

quietly adds* "During the term of the lease the operations of the leased pro

perties showed a net loss of §5°*U01 Jj.0.5®

The sideplay was not lost on the Justice. He saw the implications of 

Standard's market workings. "Meantime, in two letters written barkers in con

nection with the sale of notes of Deep Rock, the president of Deep Rock, who 

was also president of Standard, made statements, and warranted their truth, to 

the effect that Deep Rook owned these leased properties."^®

There might be detected a note of helplessness in the concluding remark 

of Justice Roberts when he disposes at last of the matter of the leases;

In spite of the losses entailed upon Deep Rook by'the 
lease arrangement, Standard dictated its renewal for 
another term of five years commencing October 1, 1950* 
from that date to the receivership Deep Rock paid, or was 
debited by Standard with, $l,U50,000, as rental and suffered, 
in the operation of- the properties leased, a total loss of 
$1,581). A58.05^9.

58. Roberts, at 5^9«

59• Roberts, at 519*
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Internal Domination - Interest and Fees

"All the fiscal affairs of" 
Deep Rock "were wholly con
trolled by Standard."

—Justice Roberts.

As somewhat of a parthian shot to the paragraph on the leases, Justice

Roberts sums up pages of record and testimony in a sentence;

During the combined terms of the two leases Deep 
Rock was charged in the open account for Standard's 
subsidiary management corporation in payment of 
managerial,/engineering, and financial advice, 
$1,020,000.

It is true that Justice Roberts did not have the benefit of hearing Pooh-Bah’s 

apt solution to this problem of charging oneself fees for one’s own services, 

but he did hear such fulsome words as: "Vie knew nothing about the oil business 

at that time."62 Brevity of statement and coldness of presentation did not 

slightly signify lack of insight or obliviousness of implications on the part 

of Justice Roberts.

In the matter of the interest charges by Standard a slight doubt does come 

to mind whether Justice Roberts did fully appreciate the implications. Beyond 

his brevity of treatment there is no justification for this. To an accountant 

or to a banker a mere statement that interest was to be compounded annually 

means much. That, it is to be compounded’monthly is astounding. Yet Justice 

Roberts slipped off the matter in a sentence. This must be taken again to instance 

his inability to dilate, his need to present the results of his long hours of 

study of the testimony, the record, the briefs, in a single sentence, to sum 

up all with a quick flip. The sentence; "During the whole period from 1919 

to the receivership, Standard charged Deep Rock interest at the rate of seven 

percent, per annum compounded monthly on the balance shown by the open account.

bO. Ibid., at 310, 5II.
61. Ibid., at 519, 320.
62. J.J.OiBrien, testimony. R and B., II,
63. Roberts, at 320. ______ , 



Justice Roberts knew what it; meant to compound monthly, he knew the curreiit rates 

of interest, he knew fully what items had gone into the open account on ■which 

this interest was charged. There can be no other conclusion than that this state

ment by him meant as much as any detailed and elaborate account of the minute de

tails that went to make up this conclusion.

While he was on the subject of interest, the matter of fees came into his

mind again, so the Justice remarked the fact. "During the entire period the

management Corporation charged Deep Rock with round annual sums for management 

and supervision of Deep Rock’s affairs which totaled ^1,219,051)..8$, all of which 

Standard assumed and charged into the open account

These interest charges and fees are mentioned again in another place, but they 

add nothing to the understanding except perhaps emphasis.

Dividends

"These dividends were declared in the 
face of the fact that Deep Rock had 
not the cash available to pay them and 
was, at the time, borrowing in large 
amounts from or through Standard."

-—Justice Roberts.^

The story of the dividends is one of the most flagrant pieces of domination

in the fourteen year history of domination. There is little chance to evade

the conclusion that Deep Rock had utterly no mind of its own when we hear

Justice Roberts tell of the dividends. Either Standard had absorbed Deep Rock 

in all but name, or the business world is present at one of the greatest feats 

of corporate hypnosis on record.

During the period between 1926 and 1929 Deep Rock declared . 
dividends on its common stock in a total of 06I4,685.50.^-

61).. Roberts, at 5^7



For such a short period of four years, that is a fine sum. And all to the 

common stock. Of the common stock Standard owned 98 percent. Yet they 

’’were declared in the face of the fact that Deep Rock had not the cash 

available to pay them and was, at that time, borrowing in large amounts

from or through Standard.’*

For once Justice Roberts seems to indulge in a device for emphasis. He 

repeats the discussion of the dividends. It is reasonable to conclude that 

this impressed him beyond the usual.

Whatever may be the fact as to the legality of such 
dividends judged by the balance sheets and earnings 
statements of Deep Rock, it is evident that they 
would not have been paid over a long course of years 
by a company on the precipice of b cy and in
dire need of cash working capital.

These remarks come towards the very end of the opinion. At least towards the 

end,of those Relevant Factual Determinations which are now being considered. 

In fact Justice Roberts adds a note of conclusion and explanation to this 

summarized presentation of the results of his study and of his conclusions in 

preparation. He fears that it might be thought that he had attempted to ex

haust the record, to present his final word on every aspect of the manifold 

and ramified history of Deep Rock. He refers to the dividend declarations and 

adds his somewhat apologetic warning:

This is only one of the aspects in which Standard’s 
management and control has operated to the detriment 
of Deep Rock’s financial condition and ability to 
function. Others are apparent from what has been 
said and from a study of the record.

65. Ibid., at 323

66. Roberts, at 32?• Italics added.
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Wien the Circuit Court presented its breakdown of the elements of the 

instrumentality concept it tagged on some lesser indicia. Of these Justice 

Roberts sometimes makes mention, at other times disposes of them under other 

sections already treated. Justice Phillips refers to “The formal legal re- 

quirements of the subsidiary are not observed.” ' It is quite obvious to 

Jus.tice Roberts that Standard did not see fit to call Deep Rock a department 

in so many terms (that is, incidentally, another of the lesser indicia: 

Description of subsidiary as department);' that would have finished off the 

matter of claiming as creditor; that would have been just a bit too bald. 

Hence Justice Roberts makes little reference to the formalities that Standard 

employed. He no doubt realized that that was in fact begging the question, 

that if all else but the formalities said that Deep Rock was a part of Stand

ard, then the formalities spoke false and the answer to the question vas clear. 

In this tone of the obvious, however, Justice Roberts does make one reference 

to these legal formalities.

The book entries were made under the direction of

Standard’s auditing department, which supervised 
the auditing department of Deep Rock, and it is 
not surprising, therefore, that the books of ths 
two companies agree with respect to all items

That was what Justice Roberts thought of the legal formalities obtaining be

tween the two companies. I here can be no doubt of the inconsequence of this 

indicium. Without the legal formalities what would remain to call Deep Rock 

an individual entity at all. Without these formalities, nothing of a problem 

would face the court, under the facts at hand.

67. Phillips, CJ, at 705*

68. Roberts, at Jll.



Scattered throughout the opinion. Justice Roberts makes other general

conclusions, albeit still on the proximate level, which dispose of the several

elements of the instrumentality theory in a mass.

Deep Rock finds itself bankrupt not only because of 
.the enormous sums it owes Standard but because of the 
abuses in management due to the paramount interest of 
interlocking officers and directors in the preserva
tion of Standard’s position, as at once proprietor and 
creditor of Deep Rock.°9

Justice Roberts did not omit comment on the false annual statements,^the mar

ket manipulations,the domination by Byllesby of the Reorganization Committee,"^ 

in short the Justice expressed his conclusions as to every salient point in the 

long story of these pages.

It is right that a short retrospective pause come here. The section on

Relevant Factual Evaluations is completed. What has been seen? Justice Roberts 

has presented the results of his study. He has reviewed in the form of ulti

mate factual determinations every step on the way, from the days of the Colonel, 

through Mr. O’Brien, up to the date of the argument. He has traced out the 

early steps of his argument. He has gone far towards his ultimate conclusion. 

The facts of the case were clearly known long since. How the inner workings of 

Justice Roberts’ mind have been laid, open - up to a point. It might be likened 

to climbing to within the very peak of a mountain. Justice Roberts has made the 

69• Ibid., at 525.
7°. Ibid., at 320.

71. Ibid., at 315» 316, 320* Passim see supra in ’’The Life of the Deep Rock.” 

72. Ibid., at 312. 
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ascent, the labors are over. Now comes the sight from the peak. What is im

portant to understand is that Justice Roberts has spent much time, and has been 

most thorough, in preparing for his ultimate conclusions• There is no logical 

conclusion without reasons. Justice Roberts has presented his reasons. He told' 

us before he began, at the very outset® “Without going into the minutiae of the 

transactions between the two companies, enough may be stated to expose the 

reasons for our decision." ‘^his work - these reasons - cannot be underesti

mated. No more than the foundation of a house. The super-structure is as on 

sand without the rock base. This work he has just finished.

To stand on the peak is the most interesting part of the whole climb. It 

is then that the reward comes. The labor in ascent is good and worthwhile, or 

bad and ill-spent - depending on the view from the peak. With everything ready 

for the ultimate conclusions of the case, Justice Roberts hands down the last 

words of the opinion, and the decision of the case. The reasons have been 

given - now the decision.

The Ultimate Conclusions of Law

“In dealing with this problem, the 
court shows common sense remarkable 
against the background of the entity
instrumentality doctrine.

----  Charles Rembar, in the 
Columbia Law Review.7U

To trace the reasoning of Justice Roberts from this point where he has 

laid his complete foundation to the point where he actually gives the decision 

73• Roberts, at 515• 

7U» Rembar, ut supra, 950. 
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of the case is most intriguing work. To find., analyze, and try to fit to

gether a nexus between the reasons and the conclusions is in effect the nub 

of the discussion* It is furthermore the first brick on the house of Justice 

Roberts’ over-all philosophy of the law of corporation.^ Right here the mind 

of Justice Roberts is seen in dead-serious operation* He shows himself for 

what he is* There is no possible substitution for sound reasoning* Reasons 

either support conclusions, or they do not. Any amount of persiflage, or 

e contra evasion of the point, cannot answer for logical progression from 

cause to effect, from reasons to conclusions. Justice Roberts has presented 

his relevant factual evaluations* What now of the nexus between these and the 

ultimate conclusions springing from them?

Wen two premises are present the conclusion follows logically and 

necessarily and without strain. Justice Roberts has presented his first 

premise, and he has done so very thoroughly, step by step and in detail. This 

first premise contained every constitutive element generally attributed to 

the basic concept variously denoted the ’instrumentality doctrine,’ a ’broad 

equitable principle,’ a ’rule,’ or simple a principle, doctrine or concept* 

These elements, without comment or logical advancement, are the first premise 

of Justice Roberts. To have such a first premise so clearly defined and de

lineated is an appreciable step along the way to the conclusion*

As a matter of fact what Justice Roberts has so laboriously laid down 

is his minor. He has said I Deep Rock has all these elements® Knowledge and 

an understanding of the major would lead to the conclusion, without more.

75* There is latent here the hint that might be sensed - namely that this 
whole study of the Deep Rock and its ’’doctrine” is just part of a fuller 
study - the study of the over-all philosophy of corporation law of Mr. 
Justice Roberts•
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Since Justice Roberts is sitting on the bench of a court of the United 

States his task is, or should be, considerably mitigated in its onerousness. 

He receives guidance. More, he receives direction in his adjudication that 

is tantamount to mandatory. He has the precedents of the courts o‘f the United 

States. He has the common law and its directive norms of stare decisis, Thus 

when Mr. Justice Roberts arrives at his minor, his task is, strictly, over. 

The law of the United States gives him his major. His problem is to determine 

his minor, when he has done this, he has done his work. The joining of the 

major and the minor results in a conclusion. The question that might well be 

asked at this stage is;, what does the law of the United States say on the 

matter? ^hat are the precedents? ifliat is the major to Justice Roberts’ minor 

that the norms of stare decisis have supplied,,? The answer to this question 

will serve an excellent purpose. It will light the way, for one thing. It 

will show us whither the Justice could be expected to travel once on his way 

so far. It will be like a map that will chart out the legal route that 

precedent has concluded must be followed. In knowing where the way should 

lead, any excursion from the path will be highlighted. Any embagios will be 

seen to be such. In short, it will be blindingly clear where Justice Roberts 

should be going on this journey on which he has already gone so far. It should 

be more satisfying to know in advance whither the road than later to be forced 

to cast back a wistful glance wondering just where the real path lay.

The path has been consistently and markedly pointed out, by writers

and by courts. Just as Justice Roberts, so the courts and writers have treat

ed the subject from the same aspect of major, minor and conclusion. This is 

clearly from necessity. The human intellect must reason in thus-wise if it 

would reason at all,, The courts and writers have, then, consistently joined 

their two premises to form their conclusion.



Hence, vhat of this major? What is it? This major has always been: 

Where the elements of the instrumentality concept are present there is lia

bility on the parent for the debts of the subsidiary. This fills out the 

Elements of concept equal liability of parent.
Atqui Deep.Rock presents elements of concept.
Ergo Deep Rock results in liability of parent.

Fortunately there has already been ample discussion in these pages of the 

elements that form the concept of the instrumentality doctrine. The minor has 

been fully treated. The task is to see what the courts and writers have done 

with the major. Succinctly, the major has always .been: elements equal liability. 

This is another way of saying that the logical consequences of the presence of 

the elements of the concept of instrumentality is the complete liability of 

the parent for the debts of the subsidiary. Liability is the necessary outcome 

of this line of reasoning.

The Writers

"What the formula comes down to, once 
shorn of verbiage about control, in
strumentality, and corporate entity, 
is that liability is imposed to rqach

\ an equitable result•” 7°

Probably the most thorough treatment of the question of liability of parent
76 *for the subsidiary has been presented by Latty.' Latty takes the pains to point 

out what has been well discussed here, that whatever name, handle or description 

the concept is given, the essence is the same, and the result is the same: 

liability of parent.

The formula has been endlessly repeated ever sincej 
now and. then with slight alterations, but always with 
this central ideas if the corporation isrused as a 
’mere instrumentality' then thb entity will be dis
regarded .77

76. Professor of law at Duke University, author, authority on parent,subsidiary.
77» E.R. Latty, Subsidiaries and Affiliated Corporations, Foundation Press,

Chicago, 1936. At 157.
78. -Ibid., 191.
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And liability results ipso facto from, the disregard of the entity* latty 

stresses this point. He worries lest one accuse him of a mechanical and 

rigid rule. He emphasizes the pliable nature, and reiterates the results 

liability of parent for debts of the subsidiary.

What the formula comes down to, once shorn of 
verbiage about control, instrumentality, and 
corporate entity, is that liability is imposed 
to reach an equitable result.78

For the purposes at hand these constant’reiterations of the logical outcome 

of the presence of the elements of the ’formula’ point unmistakably the path 

the court has before it. Latty phrases it again in connection with his enuncia

tion of the concept:

In terms of issues presented for decisions, the 
’instrumentality* notion comes down to this: where 
the corporation is a ’mere instrumentality’ the 
court will deny limited liability,;;;”79

That is, will impose liability. It should be eminently clear that Latty is 

not concerned a whit at this point with the elements that go into the ’instru

mentality’ notion, as he calls it, but only with the consequences of the presence 

of these elements. In other words, he is concerned now only with the major: the 

elements of the notion equal liability. It is Justice Roberts task to determine, 

which he already has, whether these elements are present or not in the instance 

of Standard. This is the core of this whole discussion.

Latty devotes a separate, short disquisition to the sub-section of the 

notion which he calls ’control.’ He uses that word in correspondence to what 

was called ’Control and Domination’ in these pages and over which Justice 

Roberts lingered so long.

79» Ibid., 162. For the remainder of this dissertation it should be understood 
that mere domination carries liability. In fact it is very difficult to 
work out a general rule . It is clear that when all the elements are pre
sent there is liability, ‘/here the line isdrawn is the problem.
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•••where control is exercised over the subsidi
ary in such a way that it ie ’inequitable’ to 
refuse the subsidiary’s creditor recovery from the parent, the latter will bo held liable*00

Under whatever aspeot the ooncept is considered, and Latty makes this point, 

either as instrument, agent, adjunct, and the rest, or whether the ’control’ 

is emphasized, the conclusion is always liability as long as the elements 
81

are present* It is clear, as a sidelight, that Phillips in his original 

delineation of the whole concept put forward substantially the same total 

notion, both elements and result, as does Latty.

The conclusion of Latty’s section on the matter gives the summary of the 

concept and the consequent liability of the parent.
See. U7» Summary of Control and Instrumentality For
mula. Where oontroT Is exercised not in the manner 
normal and usual with stockholders, but so as to 
make a corporation a mere instrumentality or agent, 
the corporate entity will bo disregarded if to do 
otherwise would produce an inequitable result."*-

This disregard is nothing other than the declaration of the liability of the 

parent.
*

This is Latty* Other writers speak the sane result* There is never 

any other conclusion, given the presence of the elements of the rule, than 

liability* There is not trouble with the logic of the rule* The trouble 

cones in determining if the elements of instrumentality are present) not 

that instrwaentality equals liability* But Justice Roberts has already handled 

this problem. That is settled*

Powell was quoted extensively in the Opinion of Phillips in the Circuit

Court* Powell says nothing in disagreement*

80. Ibid., 165
81. The' treatment of the Circuit Court • conformable to Latty’s words* has been 

and will again be carefully noted.
82. Ibid., 191*



• ••the parent corporation will be e for
the obligations of its subsidiary »u«u

And Powell concludes as to the rest* Io there has newer been any doubt about

the rule*
The Courts

**•••liability must be inposed 
jwhore a corporation holds stock 
of another ••• for the purpose of 
control, so that the subsidiary 
eonpany my bo used as a sere 
agency or instrmentality..*’*

-•Circuit Court of Appeals 
of the United states

Since ihe oourts and the writers have been in accord on this natter of 

liability, the word on the courts can bo brief* She first expression of the 

concept came in 1909• It was the Watertown Paper Case: The court said that 

the corporate entity my

be disregarded in a case where a corporation is so organ* 
izod and controlled, or ita affairs so conducted as to 
nates it mroly an instrmentality or adjunct of another 
corporation*85

That was the first word. Since then it has been, as Latty indicated, oitod and 

quoted endlosaly, and always with the sane results* liability of the parent* Say 

what you will about the difficulty in determining whether the instrmentality was 

present, but once grant its presence, and never can or has any other conclusion 

been reached but liability. That, mrk it, is the burden of this elaboration* 

Io natter how difficult it is to decide if the subsidiary is an instrument, the

8?. From Phillipa, CJ. at 70U.
8U« 127 F. 2d* 5W+, Woiaaor ot al v. Muraan Shoe Corp., et al*. Circuit Court of

Appoala, Second Circuit, 19h2. Opinion of Frank, CJ. ”
85- In re Watertown Paper Co., I69 Fed 252. (CCA 2d, I909) at 256.
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point io inoceapable* one* the subsidiary has boon so decided, there is

liability* Justice Roberts has already handled the acre difficult problem

by his elaboration of the elements.

The most famous of the inctriaaentality oases has always boon the Chicago

Railway Case* There is nothing new in it* It is quoted only to beat home the 

point that there is no other conclusion that can be reached once the elements 

are posited*

•••where stock ownership has been resorted to, not for the 
purpose of participating in the affairs of a corporation in 
the normal and usual wanner, but for the purpose ••• of oo»» 
trolling a subsidiary oonpany so that it nay bo used as a 
nero agency or instrumentality of the owning conpany* ••• 
In such a case the courts will not permit themselves to bo 
blinded or deceived by mere forms of the transaction in
volved as if the corporate agsncxzdid not exist and as the 
justice of the case may require*

Long linos of similar oases can bo cited.®? All agree in the major premises

the elements of the notion equal liability*

But do not be misled* The result is liability of parent not because the

writers might so state it to be, although they do do facto thus state it* The 

result is liability of the parent not because the courts have repeatedly so pro

nounced it when the elements of instrusentality have boon founc* The result is 

liability because of the intrinsic necessity of the reasoning involved in the 

entire concept* This necessity flows from the inherent right order of all things* 

Posit that one corporation has completely dominated, undercapitalised, milked, used, . 
(and all the rest of the elements) another, and nan must conclude, rightly and ao-

86. Chicago, M* t St* Paul Ry*, v. Minn* Civic Ass«n*, 2ltf U.S. I4.9O, at 501, 
i9l7.hr.Justies clarke. '

87* There is only one point to bo established hero* that elements equals 
liability* Tor this reason the complete lino of •instrumentality princi
ple’ cases will not bo oitod nor analysed* This will bo done in the 
proper place, infra.



cording to reason, that the tv© corporations cannot be regarded as separate, 

but that the parent must be considered to be liable for all the acts that it 

committed under the guise of another. This inherent reasonableness must be 

stressed. It eliminates any thought of a mechanical rule. It points up the 

equity of the reasonings elements equal liability. Man consistently arrives 

at this conclusion that liability results under such circumstances because of 

his intellectual ability to penetrate to the essences of things. Man knows, 

by his God-given logic, that certain things are right, good, appropriate. It 

is therefore because of the intrinsic logic of the situation that a parent who 

acts through a subsidiary should be held to account for these actions that are 

peculiarly and solely her own. It is another expression of the simple phrase 

that a man is responsible for his own actions. ’He has made his bed, let him 

lie in it.’ These are fundamental truths. They should not be confusedly thought 

to be true only because they are enunciated by writers or courts. The writers 

and courts are merely giving voice to what right reason and right order de

clares so emphatically. It is as 2 plus 2 always and must equal four. Would 

it be said that 2 plus 2 are I4. because the mathematicians so declared it. No, 

the mathematicians so declare it because it is true, not vice versa. So it 

is with the liability attaching to the parent. The inherent necessity of 2 

plus 2 equalling Zj. is what makes it that way.

In fine, then, the very intrinsic right order of things impels to the 

necessary conclusion that liability follows the acts of a parent when con

trolling and dominating a subsidiary, and this conclusion the courts and writers 

have reiterated but- by no means created. This is the philosophy underlying 

the consistent holdings of the courts.
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All of which leads to the next important consideration: what did Justice 

Roberts do in the light of these principles? The way has been sufficiently 

mapped. There is no doubt, either of the courts’ stand or the basic reason

ing underlying that stand. The interesting work is to consider what Justice 

Roberts did with the facts at hand.

Step-by-Step Analysis

"Enough may be stated to expose 
the reasons for our decision.”

—Justice Roberts

Picture the situation. Justice Roberts is faced with a well-established 

principle - a major premise in his argument towards a conclusion - which states 

quite baldly that the presence of those elements which commonly constitute the 

instrumentality doctrine results in liability. Briefly? Elements equal liabi

lity of parent. That is the major. Justice Roberts has systematically spelt 

out his minor: Standard has these elements. These were the elaborate Ultimate 

Factual Determinations. By the most simple logic there is only one conclusion: 

Standard is liable. What.is Justice Roberts’ conclusion? Exactly the opposite. 

He allows the Standard claim. He disallows the counterclaim. For the purposes 

of the moment, for the purposes of gaining the view-from-the-peak, all that 

need be known is that Justice Roberts, full in the face of the Ultimate Factual 

Determinations, full in the face of the patent liability of the parent as es

tablished by the courts, allows the claim of Standard. That is not all he does, 

but for the preview, in-a-nut-shell summary, that is what should be borne in mind

88. Roberts, at 515 
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Therein lies the screaming inconsistency of the whole opinion and decision* 

There are lesser inconsistencies that serve to highlight this one astounding 

wrench with logic, but the declaration of allowance of the Standard claim in 

full face of all of his reasoning thus far is the opinion of Justice Roberts 

in a word. It summarizes the burden of the commentary* It should be in fore

front of the mind throughout the lesser analysis. In short. Justice Roberts 

goes in with 2 and 2, and comes out with a big, fat, inexplicable ”9»” It is 

odd when it should be even. And it is far and away from the answer of right 

reason and intrinsic right order of the premises. When Justice Roberts should 

come out with allowance of the counterclaim and disallowance of the claim, he 

comes out with allowance of the claim and disallowance of the counterclaim.

But this is sufficient prevision, sufficient pointing of the way. What 

and how and -where and why, if for any reason — these are the questions that 

must be answered to understand how Justice Roberts arrived at that big, fat, 

inexplicable w9”• It is undoubtedly by a minute, step-by-step analysis that

the full impenetrability of the reasoning will be seen. You never know how 

dense the jungle till you take out your machete and start through it. What 

then of the word-by-word consideration of the opinion. What of the path to 

the ultimate disposition of the case?

In this step-by-step progression through the opinion of Justice Roberts 

there are obviously certain salient points to be kept foremost in the mind. 

Always the question before the court: the claim, the counterclaim, the over

all equities, Always the instrumentality concept - after all Justice Roberts 

manifestly followed this in his pattern of delineating his minor. Always his 

reason for his decision. And finally the decision of the case. The method will 

be a thorough inspection of the entire opinion, paragraph by paragraph, so £hat 

nothing of importance is omitted.



Robert* and Bratton

"We agree with the conclusion 
of the dissenting judge..."

99 
—Justice Robert*•

•... the claim should have been 
disallowed in toto;..."

' 90 —Justice Bratton.

The first mention at all of anything that would savor of a disposition 

of the case, or of a reason for the decision. Is very revealing - not in ex- 

planation of the reasoning, but in an evaluation of the worth of the opinion 

and as an aperitif of the ohaos - but the entree of chaos is later.

A Majority of the Circuit Court of Appeal* ... con
cluded that the District Court had not exceeded the 
bounds of reasonable discretion in granting its ap
proval. One judge thought that the instrwentality 
rule was applicable} that, under the rule. Standard 
had no provable olahsj and that it was an abuse of 
discretion to approve the compromise and th* reorgani
sation plar. To agree with the conclusion of the 
dissenting judge, cut for different reasons.

Very bluntly, it must be said that so very rarely does Justice Roberts either 

take a solid stand or enunciate a reason for the final disposition, that even 

the slightest word on his part nust be "thoroughly analysed and considered. Her* 

there are two unflinching statements. In the first Justice Roberts openly 

states that he agrees with the conclusion of the dissenting judge in the

Circuit Court. This was Justice Bratton. Second, Justice Robert* adduce* 

different, reasons for th* sane conclusion. This gives much for consideration. 

The first. What was Justice Bratton's conclusion?

It is respectfully submitted that the olaim should 
have been disallowed in toto>90

This is surprising. What was Justice Roberts' conclusion? That the Standard 

Claim be allowed. Tet Justice Roberts agree with the conclusion of Bratton.

89. Roberts, at
90. Bratton, CJ, at 310.



Perhaps Justice Roberts aeons that both himself and Justice Bratton want re

versal. That is a far cry fro®, reaching the saiae conclusions from reasoned 

premises. Justice Bratton developed the elements of the instrmentality rule, 

just as Justice Roberts did, but the final conclusions from these premise? 
differed as the night from the day. Bratton would disallow the claim "in

90toto"; Justice Roberts allowed it. From same premises, diametrically

opposite conclusions. Face -Uie reality of the situation. The conclusions 

were no more in agreement than Communism and Roman Catholicism.

Perhaps Justice Roberts was more nearly correct in his second state

ment. Although he agrees with the conclusion, he says, it is "for different
-91reasons." If there is anything in the entire opinion of Justice Roberts 

that is manifest and clear, it is the detailed and specific elaboration 

of Justice Roberts •« reasons. He has spent much time and effort in order that 

"without going into the minutiae of the transactions between the two companies, 
enough may be stated to expose the reasons for our decision.?^ These reasons 

filled the bulk of the opinion. These reasons have filled many pages of this 

coaanentary. These reasons wore laid out neatly in the Ultimate Factual De

terminations. At least these are known. The question obviously then is< 

What were Justice Bratton's reasons? Justice Roberts states categorically 

that his reasons and Bratton's reasons are "different.

Justice Bratton was brief in his dissent. He initiated the discussion with 

a statement of the Taylors' basic allegation* *••• at all material times Deep 

Rock was a mere agent, department, or instrumentality of Standard, and hence 
the latter oannot assort a claim for any amount in this proceeding.*^

90. Bratton, CJ, at 310.
91. Roberts, at Jllj..
92. Ibid., at 315.
93. BraTton, CJ, at 707,708.
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In substance, Justice Bratton adopted this stand of the Taylors. Inaaediatoly 
follows the lav on the subject, and sons of those "different” reasons*

Standard and Deep Kock are separate corporate entities, 
but it is veil settled that the fiotion of oorporate 
entity should bo disregarded when it is necessary to oiroumvont fraud or uproot a harbor for wrong.°5

Ho oitos several cases in support and proceeds immediately to a more close analy

sis of his reasoning*

Standard owned approximately ninety»eight percent of the 
coamon stock of Deep Bock* That fact alone and apart 
from other considerations is not enough to warrant the 
disregard of their separate juridical entities, or to 
render Deep Hock the agent, department, or instrumentali
ty of Standard* But whore the ownership of stock is not 
used and employed for the purpose of participating in the 
affairs of the corporation in the normal and usual manner, 
but for the purpose of dcminating and controlling it in 
such way and to such extent that it becomes the more agency 
or instruaentality of the parent corporation, oourts dis
regard the fact that they are separate oorporate beings 
and treat the subsidiary as the agent or instrumentality 
of the parent* United States v. Lehigh Valley R*R. Co., 
220 U.S. 257; United States ▼. Delaware, Inekawanna k 
Western R*R. Co., 238 U. S. Chicago M* & St* P. Ry* 

Minn. Civic. Ass’n., 22,7 U.S. 1,90, United States
Reading Co., 255 U.S* 26, Centmont Corporation Marseh, 
28 F (2d) 1,60.93

This tends to bo somewhat confusing (for a slight indulgence in litotes)* To 

recall the reasons that Justice Roberts has already ’exposed* for his conclusion, 

and to line them up collateral to the words of Justice Bratton would load to the 

thought that hero is the same man speaking* That here is the bridge over the 

gap, here the logical nexus between those Ultimate Factual Determinations and the 

final conclusion. This is the application of the minor to the major and the logi

cal resultant conclusion* But Justice Roberts says the reasons are different* 

Perhaps there are other reasons not yet seen* What next?

95 • Bratton, CJ, at 707,708* 
9U. Roberts, at 312,.
95. - Bratton, CJ, at 708.
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Th« next is nothing but * reasoned elaboration of the same reasons t

k parent corporation nay not aasune the position of 
creditor and aasort a alain in bankruptcy against its 
subsidiary which has been dominated and controlled as a 
■ere adjunct, department, or instrumentality, since the 
assertion of a claim in such circumstances amounts to 
the presentation of a claim against itself in fraud of bonafido creditors. (Cases cited)95

Mo, there are no other reasons* These are ihe reasons for Justice Bratton’s 

holding, He further details* exactly as did Justice Roberts, the outstanding 

factors in the conclusion, Eo ms nt ions the domination and eontrol, the complete 

stock ownership, the camion directors and officers* the financial dependence of

Deep Rock, the inadequate capitalisation* the dividends* leases* foes* interest*

• everything.Ho is far briefer* but ho covers all the ground that Justice

Roberts covered# l He oonoludess

Whether a proposed plan of reorganization shall bs 
approved rests in largo measure in the sound judi
cial discretion of the trial court. But assming 
that the claim of Standard should not have been al
lowed in any tin, it follows as ths night the day 
that the approval of this plan with the untenable 
claim included as a liability of the corporation 
constituted a grave orejudice to the rights of others in interest,?*

For all real purposes that is the end of ths dissent. These are Justice Bratton's 

reasons. There is no denying it. These are the same reasons that Justice Roberts 

"exposed." Both Justices load through the same detailed processes of reasoning. 

The one concluded with a logical application of the instrweentality concept.

The other concluded with a complete perversion of it* and of his own reasoning. 

Justice Roberts first two statements netted considerable revealing in

formation. Meither was borne out by the realities. Both contributed their bit

95, Bratton, CJ* at
96. Passim throughout the opinion,
97• Bratton* CJ.* at 710 
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to the totality of ohaos. Neither advanced the reasoning a whit. Both 

leave the reader exactly where he was. Still askings where is the nexus 

between the ninor - the Ultimate Factual Determinations - t the major - the 

liability of the parent and the conclusion - the allowance of the Standard 

claim? it is o er tain that there is to be little elemental and fundamental 

revelation in-this first sally by Justioe Roberts towards an answer to the 

Multitude of queries. What further?

There is a teasing implication that perhaps the nexus is to cane in this 

next statement of Justice Roberts. He restates the question of the case • as 

he sees it - and then adds not a jot to his previous rsnarks.
The question is whether, within the bounds of reason and 
fairness, such a plan can bo justified. We think the 
history of Standard's dealings with Deep Rook requires 
a negative answer. .

Justice Bratton night just as well have boon speaking hero also. How there could 

be such identity of reasons, of minor premise, and such blatant dissonance in 

conclusion is alarming besides cacophonous. If any answer is to be found, it is 

elsewhere. It is not here.

Since the modus procedcndi of this treatment is step-by-step and paragraph, 

it is incumbent to remark that there follows now the several pages of faotual de
terminations whioh Justice Roberts Stated to expose the reasons for our decision.*?? 

Nowhere during these many pages is there further reference to any oonneotion between 

these reasons and his final adjudications and ultimate conclusions of the oase.

Roberts and the 'Instrumentality Principle*

"The Court refused ... to apply 
the instrumentality rule...*

100 —Cornell Law Quarterly.

98° Roberts, at J15•
99* Roberts, at 315.
100. Note in 21+ Cornell Law Quarterly 587» 1939•» Cited supra, Discussed infra.
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’’The Court ... accepted -Lt as a 
principle for 'making equitable 
adjustments ... ."

—-Illinois Law Review^^

The next enticing hint of something substantial comes towards the end

of the opinion. The words have already been noted as evidence that Justice

Roberts was fully cognizant of the Taylors’ position and of the real question 

before the court, but it is necessary to repeat, in order to retain a sharp 

and strong hold on the “continuity” of Justice Roberts’ reasoning from his 

elaborately defined, and established premises to his big, fat, inexplicable ’’9".

Petitioners invoke the so-called instrumentality 
rule — under which, they say, Deep Rock is to be 
regarded as a department or agent of Standard — 
to preclude the allowance of Standard’s claim in 
any amount. The rule was much discussed in the 
opinion below. It is not properly speaking, a 
rule, but a convenient way of designating the ap
plication, in particular circumstances, of the 
broader equitable principle that the doctrine of 
corporate entity, recognized generally and for 
most purposes, will not be regarded when so to do 
would work fraud or injustice. This principle has 
been applied in appropriate circumstances, to give 
minority stockholders redress against wrongful in
jury to their interests by a majority stockholder. 
It must be apparent that the preferred stockholders 
of Deep Rock assert such injury by Standard as the 
basis of their attack on the decree below. 1^2

These are among the most important words in the opinion. They have served 

to confuse the greater number of writers-^? who have attempted a study of the 

case and have led to difficulty for the courts They come so parlously 

close to taking a definite stand that some have confusedly thought they do.

101. Note in 3U Illinois Law Review 9U, 1939* Cited supra. Discussed infra.
102. Ibid., at J22
lOj. This will become manifest when the detailed treatment is given the 

position of the Deep Rock ’doctrine’ in the tradition of the law. In 
the following chapter there will be a labored treatment of the 
commentators on Deep Rock.

10U. Incident to the discussion of Deep Rock in the line of ’instrumentality 
principle* cases, will be consideration of the notice accorded Deep 
Rock by the courts•



In the opinion sentence of this paragraph there is the first overt mention 

of the instrumentality rule. In spite of his painstaking use of the con

stitutive elements of the rule throughout his opinion, Justice Roberts only 

comes to mention the rule itself at this very late stage.Beyond the 

mere mention of the rule, the first sentence carries nothing else beyond 

the conscious advertence to the Taylors’ contentions. I'he importance of 

this advertence as indicative of culpable knowledge of all allegations has 

already been remarked. Thus far the instrumentality rule has been mentioned. 

Nothing more. Justice Roberts adds that the rule has been much discussed 

in the opinion below. Still no stand. There follows next the real deceiver. 

Justice Roberts says that it is not properly speaking a rule, but only a 

handy way of denominating a broader equitable principle that holds that the 

doctrine of corporate entity, recognized generally, will be disregarded where 

to do otherwise would work fraud or injustice. What has Justice Roberts 

said? First, that the instrumentality doctrine is not strictly a rule. 

Second, that as an equitable principle it accomplishes what is generally 

attributed to the same concept under the name ’rule.' He does not like the 

use of the word ’rule.’ He prefers to call it an ’equitable principle.’ 

Read that again. It will be seen that there is no essential change in the 

essence of the doctrine. I’he quibble is with the term. He does not like 

the word ’rule.’ But the essential notes of the definition of the concept 

are the same. The corporate entity is still disregarded when wrong would 

result. The parent, once the entity is disregarded, is still liable for the

105. There remains at this point only two pages of opinion. Justice 
Roberts has covered fourteen pages.
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debts of the parent. This is just another instance of the age-long struggle 

to find a new name for the old thing. Some have called the concept a doctrine. 

Others a rule, a formula, and nows ”a broader equitable principleJustice 

Roberts finds.no fault with the concept itself; he merely wishes that it be 

designated otherwise than as a ’rule.’ For him the instrumentality doctrine is 

a broader equitable principle that pierces the corporate veil and imposes 

liability on the parent for the acts the parent did under cover of the entity

form of the subsidiary. But do not call it a rule. Hew name, same old results 

liability of.parent.

But there is far more important cause for notice in this short sentence 

than the fact that Justice Roberts simply wishes a new name for the old concept. 

Just as he made no direct statement of' either acceptance or rejection of the 

instrumentality rule in the first sentence of the paragraph but evasively 

stated, and no more, that the Petitioners claim under the rule, so in this 

sentence he continues to evade any definite stand on the matter. He has said 

the rule was much discussed below, but he has not said whether he, Justice 

Roberts, agrees or disagrees with this discussion; accepts or rejects. He 

states that properly speaking it is not a rule, but he does not say, speaking 

of it properly or improperly, whether he espouses the improperly-called rule,
inA or repudiates it. He says that it is “a broader equitable principle,'* but 

again, whether as ‘rule or as equitable principle, or as notion, or doctrine, 

there is no word as to where Justice Roberts stands in regard to it. There is 

much delightful discussion of the rule, of its various names and its qualities 

and definition, but no word about its applicability. Thus far the treatment is, 

academic. In that it is worth something.

106. Roberts, at $22

finds.no
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And th© next sentence? The very same. This principle, he continues to 

call it a principle, has been appropriately applied to redress the wrongs of 

minority stockholders against wrongful injuries. Surely Justice Roberts knows 

that that is exactly the situation in the Deep Rock case. That the Messrs. 

Taylor are those very minority stockholders. That there are Public Minority 

Common Stockholders. That he himself has thoroughly enumerated the wrongful 

injuries. This is illuminating legal commentary on the applications of the 

broader equitable instrumentality principle, but adds not a tittle to the 

reader’s knowledge of what effect this instrumentality principle is going to 

have on Justice Roberts and his final adjudication. That brings up the last 

sentence of the quotation. In the opinion, on first reading, this did not 

seem so exasperating, but to hear Justice Roberts blandly comment now that it 

must be apparent that the Taylors make this broader equitable instrumentality 

principle the basis of their claim is unutterably so. It does serve to draw 

severe and sharp the lines of opposition and demark the opposing contentions 

clearly. At least there is no doubt as to which side is which. But there is 

still no knowledge of which side is Justice Roberts • He has imperturbably re- • 

fused to take either side, in spite of all his apparent consonance with 

Justice Bratton.

Remember that every relevant word thus far in the opinion of Justice 

Roberts has been closely noted and cited. Recall the page after page of detail

ed factual determinations. Note now how far the argument has advanced from 

these determinations. There has been nothing but an anxious wait for a. stand. 

Nowhere are the words8 But we do not want; to apply that equitable principle here. 

Nor has he said*. And it is this equitable principle that we apply here in dis

position of these many instances of Standard’s complete domination and control. 

The matter hangs in the air. Much commentary. No adjudication. Bo advancement
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from premises to conclusion*

The remainder of the paragraph just quoted above merely succeeds in im

pressing more deeply the realization already alluded to directly that Justice 

Roberts had no doubts or hesitancies about the onus of his task at hand. It vias 

the substantial injustice of an equity court that he had to mete out. Nothing 

halfway. Unfettered and unencumbered equity and justice to all parties. The 

words immediately following the last quotations

^e need not stop to discuss the remedy which would 
be available to them if Section 77B of the Bank
ruptcy Act had not been adopted for we think that/ 
by that section, the court, in approving a plan, 
was authorized and required, as a court of equity, 
to recognize the rights and status of the preferred 
stockholders arising out of Standard’s wrongful and 
injurious conduct in the mismanagement of Deep Rock’s ' 
affairs .^°7

That concludes the page and leaves roughly one page of opinion yet to be seen.

Still no stand. Still much excellent law. But no stand. He adds a further 

explanation of the powers of an equity court under the provisions of the Nat

ional Bankruptcy Act. It permits realignment of the rights of stockholders 

or general modifications, and continues to permit full exercise of equity 

. powers. To this point there have been occasional references to eqiity and 

fairness, and considerable academic treatment of the instrumentality rule.

Roberts and the Decision

"The important fact is that in the 
Deep Rock Dase there was no judgment 
and no precise determination of the 
amount of any claim which Deep Rock 
might have had against Standard. No 
one examining the record could doubt 
a reasonable basis for a substantial 
claim existed.”

inn 
—-Columbia law Review

107* Roberts, at 322

108. Israels, cited supra. Discussed infra.
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Space is running out in the opinion and it might he expected that 

the nexus between all his factual determinations and the ultimate dis

position is at last at hand. Justice Roberts approaches closer.

In the present case there remains an equity after 
satisfaction of the creditors in which only the 
preferred stockholders and Standard can have an 
interest. Equity requires the award to preferred 
stockholders of a superior position in the re-

> organized company.-*-09

Here there must be a stop. The first sentence in the light of all that 

transpired, in the light of the simple facts of the case, is hardly under

standable. Why no mention of the Public Minority Common? Why should
V

Standard “have an interest'This would seem to exclude Standard from 

the group of creditors. Yet later Justice Roberts seems to do just the 

opposite. This whole sentence simply is inexplicable.

And the second sentence. This gives cause for further pause. Just 

when it was expected that Justice Roberts was about to come out clearly 

and say that since all the elements of the instrumentality principle were ■ 

present Standard should be held liable for the debts of Deep Rock, the 

blow falls. These words are his final conclusion. And without benefit 

of nexus with his ultimate factual determinations. Surely without benefit 

of the precedents of the courts demanding liability of Standard. “The 

present case cites neither precedent nor principleSurely this is 

cause for pause. There must be analysis of this abrupt conclusion. What 

does it say? Whatdoes it import?

109» Roberts, at 825. For just a mite of the confusion in this statement 
see Rernbar, supra.

110. Note in the Virginia Law Review, at 850. Cited supra. Discussed infra.
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Every word of the factual determinations, every word of commentary 

on the broader equitably instrumentality principle, pointed clearly to the 

application of that principle, ^he application of that principle could have 

resulted only in one things complete liability on Standard for the debts of 

Deep Hock, the full allowance of the Deep Kock counterclaim. These were the 

expectations as the opinion drew to a close. No one could have heard anything 

but Standard's liability and the allowance of the counterclaim. Then it came. 

Like a sharp crack of a rifle or a smart slap full on the face. The dia-
111 metrical opposite: allowance of the claim of Standard. The warm turned cold. 

The blue, black. In truth white was black. And the crack and the slap were 

both directed at the broader equitable instrumentality principle and Justice 

Robert's own elaboration of it.

But even in handing down the final disposition Justice Roberts did not 

lay out the result in forthright terms. He did not say Standard must be 

given its five million dollars, ■*... and then add his qualifications. Ho,

111. It is illuminating to read the words of the Circuit Court of Appeals 
commenting on this allowance. It is Huxman, CJ: ”lf, before the final 

’consummation of any plan of reorganization, the assets of Deep Kock ’ 
should so increase in value that there would be a substantial equity 
to be applied to the satisfaction of Standard's claim, the court under 
its broad equitable powers would have power to procure a modification 
of the plan to make available this equity to Standard. The present 
status of Deep Rock sustains the finding of the court that there is 
no equity to be applied to the satisfaction of Standard's claim. ----
we think the trial court correctly interpreted the mandate of the SC 
to require that the claim of the noteholders be first satisfied;; that 
the claim of the preferred stockholders be next satisfied; and that any 
balance remaining belonged to Standard.” In re Deep Hock Oil Corpora
tion. Standard Gas & Electric Co. v. Taylor et al., Ho. 2106, Circuit 
Court of Appeals, Tenth Circuit, June 29,' 194° • 115 Fed. 2d 266, at 
269.
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■that would, have been too bald. The wording must be otherwise. On first 

blush the wording sounds like a victory for the Taylors. It might be supposed 

that at the end of this long six-year road it was a victory of sorts, of 

exhaustion, the most Pyrrhic of Pyrrhic victories.

Still the real point of this final disposition has not been reached. 

There are a multitude of considerations all demanding at once immediate and 

concurrent treatment, and all of them do deserve immediate treatment. The 

real point is this. In his adjudication, Justice Roberts did two things. He 

first allowed Standard’s claim, and disallowed Deep Rock’s. That was implicit 

in the statement of his decision. .Ha preferred to let that remain implicit. 

If the claim is to come after the preferred holders, it is obvious it has 

been allowed. These words would look too startling in print? The Standard claim, 

shall be allowed in the amount of the five million dollars. Deep Rock shall 

receive nothing. Horrible visu. But second, and here is an equally amazing 

thing, Justice Roberts transplanted this allowed claim, moved it out of its 

proper order and placed it behind the preferred stockholders. Properly as a 

holder of an allowed claim, as an unsecured creditor, Standard would have its 

usual place after the secured creditors and before all stockholders. But no, 

Justice Roberts subordinated the claim to the preferred stock. Separate 

consideration must be given to these two separate adjudications, both equally 

astounding. But this consideration must be withheld a moment.

Justice Roberts has made the cold, bald statement that ’’Equity requires 

the award to preferred stockholders of superior position in the reorganized
iis tipcompany." Beyond the lone word ’’equity" there is no reason given for

112. Roberts, at J2J 
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either of these dispositions. It is only just, therefore, to look to the

last remaining words of the opinion, for words do follow this double-barreled

disposition. They cannot be said to be explanation, but they may have been intend

ed as such. At any event, they follow. Perhaps there are reasons there.

The district Judge, we think, properly exercised his 
discretion in refusing to approve the first offer of 
compromise and concomitant plan because it partly sub
ordinated preferred stockholders to Standard. The same 
considerations which moved him to reject that plan re
quired the rejection of the new offer and the amended 
plan.11^

Beyond the reiteration of the award of a preferred position to the preferred 

stockholders this statement adds only one word to the previous double-disposition.

The district Judge should have been guided by the same reasons in the second

offer as guided him in the first. This leads to reflection. Just what did

move the District Judge in the first instance that Justice Roberts wishes had 

so moved him again? What reasons for the rejection does Justice Roberts now 

endorse?

The evidence is overwhelming the Standard ran this com
pany; they officered it; they capitalized it; it is just 
a child in their hands, and if there ever was a case the 
lav; is clear on, it is nothing the world but an instru
mentality, according to the admissions

These are the ”considerations” which Justice Roberts would have had

applied again. The District Judge gave no other reasons for his refusal to

approve the compromise of the claim. He avowedly and in open terms stated

the instrumentality principle and applied it. Again, were these the words of

Justice Roberts coming at the end of his Ultimate Factual Determinations there 

would be but one thought: this is truly the logical conclusion to the whole 

line of reasoning. But this is not Justice Roberts. And yet it is, for Jus-

II5. Kennamer, DJ, R. and B., H, l|06, 7* Actually Kennamer gave no other 
words that could be construed as a reason for his disallowance. 
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tice Roberts states clearly that these considerations should have been applied 

again. Here is an exact repetition of the Bratton situation. There is total 

adoption of the premises, the reasoning, everything - everything but the con

clusion. The conclusion is a crack and a slap at the premises, the reasoning, 

the clearly enunciated and applied ’broader equitable’ instrumentality principle 

that leads to the liability of the parent. It is like walking calmly up a hill, 

there is a good steady ascent, the pathway is clearly marked, there are no ob

structions, all is calm and right and orderly. Then without warning, without 

chance even to know why or what, the path is gone, the solid earth under foot 

is no more. There is a plunge over the precipice. Surely that was not where the 

path led. How everything could be 'so white up to the point of the actual adjudi

cation and so black as black thereafter is not to be explained. Justice Roberts 

traces out every element of the equitable instrumentality principle. He defines 

and comments on this broader equitable instrumentality principle. He even says 

he agrees with the conclusion of Justice Bratton, albeit Justice Bratton con

cludes to apply that very equitable instrumentality principle. He specifically 

endorses the considerations of the District Judge and the District Judge came 

out openly for the same equitable instrumentality principle. All this led 

Justice Roberts, not to the application of his principle but the total repudia

tion of it in his disallowance of the counterclaim and the allowance of the 

Standard claim. Thus far, moreover, he has adduced no reason for any of his 

actions, beyond the multitude of reasons militating towards exactly the opposite 

holding.

There is really no reason to say ’thus fa£’ for the end of the opinion has 

been reached. There are further words, but they do not concern the ultimate dis

position as such. Justice Roberts inserts a paragraph before his conclusion to 



reiterate in. briefer form his ultimate factual determinations* These have 

already been presented. In his final paragraph he restates his conclusion, 

■without benefit of substantiating reasons, without benefit of nexus with his 

factual determinations or the precedents of the courts.

No plan ouglpt to be approved which does not accord the 
preferred stockholders a right of participation in the 
equity in the Company’s assets jrior to that of Standard, 
and at least equal voice with Standard in the management* 
Anything less would be to remand them to precisely the 
status which has inflicted serious detriment on them in 
the past.

Reversed*

This adds nothing but emphasis.

One sentence tucked away just before this conclusion adds its bit to the

general confusion. The Justice very inexplicably addss

If a reorganization is effected the amount at which
Standard’s claim is allowed is not importantif it 
is to be represented by stock in the new company, 
provided the stock to be awarded it is subordinated 
to that awarded preferred stockholders •

Certainly that does not advance the situation any, but it is interesting as an 

insight into the reasoning of the Justice. No thought of the Minority common* 

This either bodes completely ill for the success of the envisaged company, or 

Justice Roberts is a bit free with its stock. On the whole it is quite un

accountably amazing*

Surely, if ever, another retrospective pause is deserved. Just where do 

things stand? i'he opinion is concluded. Justice Roberts has spoken his last 

word. Every relevant concept has been noted. Every important concept has been 

lll|.s Roberts, at 521+' 
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quoted vertatim. The ascent is over. The peak has been scaled. The view is 

at hand. What of the opinion as a whole? What of the further considerations 

of the double-barreled disposition that Justice Roberts made of the case: 

first, the allowance of the Standard claim, and the consequent disallowance of 

the counterclaim, and, second, the misposition of the allowed claim once allowed.

First, the allowance of the claim, whether in its proper position, or in 

the one it finally received. The first natural question is: what reason did 

Justice Roberts give for this allowance? One thing that was long ago clear is 

that a claim of a parent is never allowed under the instrumentality rule, either 

as a rule, or as a broader equitable principle which disregards the corporate 

entity. Wien the entity is disregarded claims of parents simply are not allowed. 

So no matter where the search may‘lead, the reasons for this allowance are not 

to be found in the equitable instrumentality principle, since that lea,ds to 

liability, as has been shown ad nauseam. Surely the reasons are not to be found 

in the detailed factual determinations that cost Justice Roberts so much time 

and effort. They lead to liability, as they did with Bratton and the District 

Judge. Where then is the reason? Does Justice Roberts anywhere say? Not only 

does Justice Roberts in no place say what his reason for this allowance is, but 

he is unable even to bring himself to say that the claim is allowed, let alone 

give a reason for it. He slips it in by implication. If the claim is to come 

after the preferred holders, it is obvious it has been allowed. There is no 

word anywhere in support of such an allowance. There is every word, as has 

been shown, everywhere in support of the diametrically opposite. This allowance is 

the big, fat, inexplicable 9. There has been nothing in the opinion but several 

repetitions of 2 plus 2. Nowhere is there found a Ij. and a 5 that might eqial 9.



Just the consistent repetition of 2 plus 2. For the purpose of the perspective 

it perhaps should be noted that in this more outstanding instance of irregularity lies 

the real import of the case. There are lesser inconsistencies and inconcinnities, but 

they are not quite comparable with this more prominent misapplication of logic. Of 

these lesser instances are the initial statement of the question before the court. 

The reference to Justice Bratton, both as to his reasoning and his conclusion. The 

endorsement of the District Judge's "considerations*" And this full in the face of 

total repudiation of the very same considerations in the final, disposition of the 

case in favor of Standard. The total disregard of the Minority Oormon Shareholders*

All of these are the lesser instances. Even the misposition of the allowed claim once 

allowed. They do not, however, compare in importance with the repudiation of the 

broader equitable principle of instrumentality so clearly defined, to the detailed

elaboration of the constitutive elements of that some principle in the Ultimate Fac

tual Determinations, to the entire reasoning process from the beginning of the opi

nion right up to the very precipice of the decision.

But second. The misposition of the claim once allowed.. In one sense this is 

an interesting collateral study. True, it impinges very directly on the whole adjudi

cation, but from an overall view the main point isthat Deep Rock in its counterclaim 

was not heeded, and that the Standard claim was allowed. The full essential equities 

were in those major points. Once the news is given that the claim is allowed, no mat

ter how it is allowed, and that the counterclaim in the amount of twenty million dol

lars is disallowed, the manner that Mr. Justice Roberts used in going about this al

lowance is not of too great interest. It is not, however, to be thought for a moment 

that tris is to say that from a practical 'in these particular circumstances' point 

of view the common stock, as asset-less as it was, that came in hand to the
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Taylors because of this manner of allowance is not of importance to the Taylors, 

and we shall devote considerable discussion to this very point. No. A scrap of 

bread to a beggar is better than nothing. But if that beggar should have received 

a justly due estate of millions, from all aspects the world considers the dastardly 

deed of the deprivation of millions and does not laud the gift of the bread. The 

beggar may have been so worldly-wise and so pitifully despondent of ever getting 

in any wise his full due, that the scrap may have looked like more than enough. But 

the scrap is still not laudatory and to the beggar, from the victory standpoint, 

he still lost his millions. In fact, it is in this interesting story of the beggar 

that comes to light the plight of the many who have studied the Beep Hock. They 

have all to a Kian looked at the scrap of bread. They have failed to hear the im

plicit words of Justice Roberts ring out: This Deep Rock has deserved twenty 

million, this Standard should not get a mill, but should pay the twenty million. 

They merely hear. Equity demands that the preferred shareholders get paid first. 

That is surely a boon to Deep Rock and the beggarly preferred. Thus the writers 

and the commentators look to the scrap, and ignore the millions. J It is the full 

cognizance of these implications that lets it be said that it is a collateral study 

to discourse on the misposition of the claim. Important as this scrap is to the 

beggars, the crashing import to the legal world is in the fact of disallowance of 

the counterclaim, of allowance of the claim in any manner. -1'he legal world should 

not be blinded by the scrap of bread. That cannot be considered as a good when 

considered in the light of what should have been done. The later reverberations 

are not going to come because of the misposition of vne allowed claim once allowed. 

The terrible repercussions are sounding out from the total disallowance of the 

counter claim, the allowance, in any manner, of a claim that is rightfully disallowed

115. More of that, infra 
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in toto. Later courts are going to be aghast at the disallowance of the counter- 

claim. Later litigants are going to be astounded to see their money mulcted be

cause the counterclaim was disallowed and the claim allowed in any sum. But 

still, if the lesser gods are going to be considered in this tableau, they cannot 

give way completely merely because Zeus is so awesomely imposing and his thunder

bolt so deadly. A moment, then, on the second of the two barrels in the 'disposi

tion, the misposition of the claim once allowed.

xhe Mispositioh. of the Allowed Claim

’’The United States Supreme Court has 
recently reaffirmed that doctrine, 
holding that creditors must be fully 
compensated before stockholders...

---- SEC Report on Reep Rock.^^

Some preliminary considerations are in order. It has always been rather

commonplace law and commonplace knowledge that the usual order of priorities at

a bankruptcy is: first, secured creditors (the ’’first mortgages," the secured notes), 

second, the unsecured creditors (labor, materialmen, general creditors), third,
117 m preferred shareholders and finally the common shareholders. This is simple logic

116. SEC Report, at 18. ’
117. The Securities and Exchange Commission puts its finger on the problem in 

its Report on the Deep Rock. Vihat the SEC merely stated, soundingly im
partial, is presented here as part of the general portrayal of the illogic
ality of Justice Roberts misposition of the allowed claim once allowed. The,

• SEC states: "The law is well established that the inclusion of a class of
security holders in a plan or reorganization depends upon the existence of 
an equity for that class. A plan is not "fair and equitable” unless it pro
vides particifation for claims and interests in’recognition of their priori
ties, and the value of the debtor’s properties supports the extent of the 
participation accorded to each participating class. If the effect of a plan 
is to divert to a junion class values allocable to senior security holders, 
the plan fails to meet the requisite statutory and judicial standards. 
(Gase v. Los Angeles Luber Products Co. Ltd., $08 U.S. 106, 1939; In re 
620 Church street Bldg. Corpr., 299 U.S. 2U, 1936) .
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117* Coat’d.

’’The United. States Supreme Court has recently reaffirmed that 
doctrine, holding that creditors must be fully compensated before 
stockholders are permitted to participate and that where the claims of 
the creditors exceed the value of the debtor’s assets, all such 
assets must be applied to the satisfaction of creditors’ claims. 
I'he allocation of any participation to stockholders in such a case, 
except on the basis of a necessary contribution, was held to be un- 
fair to the creditors and therefore illegal. Case v. Los Angeles 
Lumber, supra.) 1he same principle has been applied as between 
senior and junior•creditors, (In re 620 Church Street Bldg. Co., 
supra) between creditors and stockholders bf a solvent corporation, 
Tin re Chicago Great Western By., 29 Fed. Supp. 11$, N.D. Ill. 19391 
Cf. Tellier v.' Franks Laundry Co., 101 Fed. 2d 561, CCA 8th, 1939)# 
and between classes of stockholders (in re Utilities Power and Light 
Co.., 29 Fed. ^upp. 763, N.D. Ill. 1939, appeal dismissed CCA 7th, March 
9? 19U0j In re National Food Products COrp., 2J Fed. Supp. 979, Md* 
1938; In re Chicago Great'Western Ay.f supra). SEC Report at 18, 
The application to the situation facing Justice Roberts is patent.

•i*he note in the Virginia Law Review almost sounds naives
’’But ordinarily a parent’s valid (sic) claim as creditor is barred 
only by showing that the two corporations are in fact one.” So 
true. At 85O. Citation supra. "Equity would require a superior 
position for preferred stockholders, however, only if Standard’s 
claim were dislodged from its normal position. If the claim were 
unaffected, equity would not advance the preferred stockholders posi
tion. _0n the contrary, well-known principles of priority in re- 
organi ation would require that Standard’s claim be taken care of 
before ^stockholders received anything." Rembar, at 9-25 in 
article cited, supra.
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applied, to the law and to business. The last to be paid off are the entre

preneurs, those who supplied Mr. Justice Story’s ’trust fund’, those who 

embarked with the very intent that it was a risk, their risk, but that it 

would likewise be t’heir profit, if and when. The first to be paid off were 

to be those who simply, and no more, loaned money, or goods, or labor. The 

order of these has always been secured first, unsecured second. This is 

elemental reasoning. It arises from the very nature of the enterprise. Thus 

a man is either an entrepreneur, or he is a creditor. He is a proprietor or 

not. He is a creditor or not. Never by a divinely inspired corporate opalescence 

does he ’’transmute" himself ’’from the status of the proprietor ... to that of 

creditor•” The twain simply don’t meet. It should be clearly impressed on 

the mind that this again, as in the case of the instrumentality principle, is 

not a mechanical rule devised by the lawyers or businessmen. This disjunction 

between creditor and proprietor is not so because lawyers say it is so, but 

lawyers and businessmen declare the disjunction, because it is so. It is their 

expression of the inherent reasonableness of 'the proposition, just as man has 

always been unable to declare 2 plus 2 to be anything but 1|_« It is just another 

instance of right order perceived by thinking, reasoning man and expressed in an 

intellectual principle: a man is a creditor, and apart from the running of an 

enterprise or he is the entrepreneur, embarked on a business, ready to stand by 

his acts and their consequences, ready to answer for his deeds, whether corporate 

or personal. This is why the twain never meet.

118. Roberts, at J12.
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This leads to the inconsistency of Justice Roberts, to the deep anomaly 

of this lesser god. The fact is that Justice Roberts tried to make the twain 

meet. He tried to make Standard both creditor and proprietor. Therein lies 

the anomaly. Was Standard a creditor? Completely distinct? No domination? 

Separate? Yes? Then Standard should have been given its due priority. A 

creditor deserves proper payment, ^he claim could have been flilly and validly 

compromised. The. district Court -was correct the second time, no reversal* Was 

Standard a proprietor? The real entrepreneur? Yes? '■'■'hen the results are clear. 

Standard bears its just losses. Stands the debts justly incurred. Pays the 

twenty million dollars in counterclaim. rfhe proprietor has debts to pay. His 

was the undertaking. His the initial ’trust fund.’ His was the promise to pay 

from the beginning. On him lies the burden of paying the creditors, of seeing 

through the job he began, ^he very thought of a proprietor coming in at the • 

bankruptcy of his own business as creditor is violently repugnant. Not only 

can he not come in with his claim. Absit I He must in fact come in to bear 

the losses. If he has acted through an agent, he must produce his assets for 

distribution, must make good his promises made through his agent.

With such a situation, what did Justice Roberts do? Did he determine that 

Standard was a creditor? ^uite obviously not, eles he would have been forced 

to allow Standard full priority over all Stockholders, common and preferred. 

Did Justice Roberts determine that Standard was not a creditor, was a proprietor? 

Obviously not, else he would not only have been forced to disallow the claim 

in toto, but he would have also been forced to call in Standard to pay the losses, 

to stand by its initial promise, to pay its engaged obligations, to pay the 

counterclaim. But ask that first question ag^.in, did Justice Roberts determine 

that Standard was a creditor? Well, yes, he must have, else he could never have 



allowed his claim at all. Entrepreneurs do not have claims allowed 

against themselves,- only creditors can claim. You cannot claim against 

yourself. Justice Roberts did allow the claim. Justice Roberts ”... .did 

not deny the status of creditor...” But that second question, did 

Justice ^oberts decide that Standard was a proprietor? Well, yes, he must 

have, else it would never have been placed out of the creditor’s position. 

He made Standard a creditor and propreitor at once. He made the twain 

meet. He did exactly what he stated Standard had been attempting to do 

all along. Maddeningly illogical, he aided directly "the paramount in

terest of interlocking officers and directors in the preservation of
120 Standard’s position, as at once proprietor and creditor of Deep B-q0]£,<’

Yes, this is doubletalk, and acknowledged to be such. But it serves 

a purpose. It highlights the anomaly and gives the introduction to a de

monstration of where the inconsistency lies. It points up this last of the 

lesser inconsistencies. What Justice Eoterts had already done when he was 

faced with this matter of the positioner Standard’s claim, was to have 

allowed the claim. There can be no position of a claim, either regular 

position or misposition, if the claim has not already been allowed. Thus 

there was no question at that stage as to whether Justice Roberts had de

clared Standard to be a creditor or a proprietor. He had unalterably and 

unmistakably and undeniably declared Standard to be a creditor because he 

had already allowed the claim he then proceeded to misplace. He had already 

taken his stand in total repudiation of the broader equitable instrumentality 

principle. He had already rejected all his own reasons for disallowance of

119. Note in Virginia Law Review, at 850. Cited supra. Discussed infra.

120. Roberts, at 323.
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the claim, and allowance of the Deep -^ock counterclaim. All this had to 

be decided and disposed of before there could be any talk of where the 

allowed claim already allowed should be placed. This discussion, there

fore, embarks from, starts at the point where Justice ^oberts has just 

fully allowed the Standard claim. Once he disposes of the question of 

allowance he unaccountably asks himself this further question. The law 

v<as clear, business practice was clear. there was a time-honored, pre

cedent-laden, logic-didtated, order of just and equitable priorities. 

Strictly, there was in justice now no further question to be asked. It 

would never occur to anyone logically to ask, once Standard had had its 

claim allowedj where will the claim be placed? The law on the subject 

simply was too clear. Standard was a creditor, very well, Standard is 

given the just due of a creditor. But, no. Justice Roberts will have 

none of the precedents,'none of the logic. ®ven if Standard is a creditor 

he is now going to change that. He is going to move Standard out of 

place. Why?

Remember that nowhere was there any reason given for the allowance 

of the Standard claim, for the disallowance of the Reep ^ock counter

claim. Is there any reason for this turnabout, this reversal of origi

nal decision? throughout the whole of Justice Roberts’ opinion there is 

only once any allusionat all to any reason for any of his words and
121 actions. No precedents are cited at any time. But here comes the one

121. With lone exception of Southern Pacific vo. v. Bogert, 250
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words equity. It is ’equity* that requires this misposition of Standard’s 

claim. Even here there is no other reason advanced. Just that one word. 

Simply: ’equity.’ But it is only fair to ask. How could anything else 

be said. What could he say-for this further turnabout? This latest 

inconsistency? That is the answer to the wonder at wny only one word. 

Justice Roberts could not, by the very irrationality of his action, 

adduce a bona fide reason to support it. Bq he very understandably 

simply holds his tongue. At least that is reasonable.

But consider the word ’equity.’ At this stage of the proceedings 

how that word must have sounded to the Taylors. It is like the youngster 

who has no real reason but continues to answers “Guzl” “Well, why?11 “Just 

cuzl” “Equity, without more, is meaningless. Without basic equity in 

practice, ’equity’ is sounding brass. All who cry Lord, Lord, will not 

be saved. , It is impossible to refrain from the reflection on what equity, 

actually applied ex initio, in this case would have done. For the 

Taylors, there must have been wormwood ground deep into that word ’equity.’ 

It might further be asked whether this same ’eaiity’ is of the same mean

ing as that broader equitable principle that was earlier repudiated? Is 

it a different equity here than there? But there are many further re

flections that come with the thought of the word 'equity.’ Since the 

basic discussion of Justice Roberts’ double-barreled disposition is done 

with, what of these further reflections?
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The Counterclaim

—Justice Roberts.

There is. no need repeating the tine after tine that the Taylors reiterated their 

claim. Ossa is long since on Pelion in this Deep Rock story. From the first and 

earliest brief of Mr. Ramsey there was the clamor for the twenty million dollars that 

Standard had milked from Deep Rook over the fourteen years. The narrative of those 

fourteen years is filled with quotations crying for Deep Rock’s just due from Standard. 

The Taylors took up this cry the moment they took over from Ramsey. The briefs are full 

of the twenty million counterclaim. The testimony built it up dollar By dollar. The 

petitions, bills of exception repeated it. Tot there is. not one word in the entire 

sixteen pages of the opinion of Justice Roberts that even alludes to this counterclaim, 

lot one word. There was no chance of ignorance. The Justice does mention the claim 

on the merits, whioh intimately and completely involved an adjudication of the counter

claim. "Two preferred stockholders were permitted to intervene in the proceedings and
122they joined in the trustee's objections to the claim.* Justice Roberts read those 

objections. They contained the same old iteration demanding the twenty million dollars 

from Standard. Again the Justice saids "The District Court permitted the petitioners 
to intervene and, over their objections, approved the coa9road.se and the plan. "^3 

And Justice Roberts road those objections also. Re know the claim had not yet been 

adjudicated on the merits. There is no understanding this silence.

There is one lone attempt, or shat well-wishers night term an attempt, at- answer* 

ing the echoing cries of counterclaim. It is lone and isolated and it is unsubstanti

ated and readily refutable.

122. Roberts, at 312.

123. Ibid., at 31U

coa9road.se
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It 1* impossible to recast Deep Rock's history and experience 
so as even to approximate what would be its financial condition 
at this day had it been adequately capitalized and independently 
managed and had its fiscal affairs been conducted with any eye single to its own interests.^*

Bad such a statement cone after repeated attempts by accountants and business analysts 

to lay bare the fourteen years, the reastion night be yet doubt and wonder. When 

the statement comes in face of the fact that no audit had ever been made in the 

entire history of the Deep Bock Corporation, the statement is incomprehensible.

When the statement is wade in the face of continued beseeching for an audit, there

is speechlessness."

There has newer been an independent audit made of the Standard 
claim.

126 We newerhad an audit made of the Standard claim.

Yet it is impossible to recast Deep Boek's history so as to tell what Standard had 
taken from it.^^7 It might bo meekly suggested that at least a modicum of effort, 

at least a slight attempt be made.

k glance at the ■Capitulation' of the Deep Bock assets and claims will show

12U. Roberts, at J2J.

125. Ramsey, R. & B., II, 525 •

126. Shinnors, Vice-President of Byllesby, and Chairman of the Reorganization Com
mit tee, R. & B., II, Uj7»

127* One of the eomentators on the Deep Rock Doctrine was the head of the 
Economic Department of the Carnegie Institute of Technology. He had 
this to say pertinent to the need and the feasibility of a general audit 
as is suggested here* "In these days only an item by item analysis and 
adjustment can balance equities. ... Corporate histories oan be reeon> 
structed with sufficient accuracy to meet the needs of the problems now 
in the offing." From Kenneth Field, The Instrumentality Doctrine in Re
organizations of Subsidiary Corporations, 9 American Law Sohool Review 
728, at 735, May, I9I4O• This for Mr. Field's economic and accounting 
opinion, for his law, infra.
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what the allowance of the counterclaim would am to the interested pairties. Deep 

Rock would be restored to solvency, put back reasonably close to where it belonged 

after the fourteen years of nilkhy. Remember that there are consideration* involving 

Deep Boek itself that demand thought. The general status of the concern, its esm> 

ployees, its laborers, its creditor suppliers, its retailers, themany who rdied 

on it for life and livelihood - all were affected by the misuse of Deep Bock, and 

all would feel the restoration of Deep Bock to a going, thriving, full-blooded 

concern.
The Boteholder* would not find only 13*7 Million to satisfy their |5»5 new 

Botes t nothing to satisfy their 300,000 shares of Cowmon Stock. The Taylors and 

the Public Preferrnd could feel that their 100,000 shares of new Common had scow

thing behind then* There would even be satisfaction for the Public Minority Comon 

who were so calmly ignored throughout.
Manifestly that ’equity’ of Justice Robert* would have called for an audit^®

128. There io nothing idealistic about thi* call for allowance of the eounter- 
olein, for an audit. It ir clearly understood that there would bo muah 
work involved, but that is the duty of the court. It is not contended 
that every itm listed by the attorneys for Taylors is necessarily al» 
lowable. It is not felt that th* assesment of a proper figure would 
bo free fron difficulty. All these are definite problems, but none of 
then diminish a whit the justice of allowance, the imperative nature of an 
audit and full restoration of the damaged Deep Rock to the original status.
It night take an estimate, in the end, to determine juct what Deep Bock 
ha* coming in dollar* and cent*, but to err in that direct on is a far 
greater and better thing than to err in th* direction of lotting Standard 
off acot free after fourteen year* of th* grossest fraud. The ability of 
an equity court to remove Standard from the Deep Rock, to declare the am 
necessary to restore Deep Bock to approximately it* rightful situation, 
has already been shown by citations from the court* • It is only dear 
that it substantial justice is to result in such a case, that is the 
procedure.
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would have sent the whole tangle back for a thorough inspection. Granted that the 

exact figures of exact'what Standard had silked from Deep Bock through the fourteen 

years uould not bo hsoertaindd. But ’equity’ would have been pleased with an ap

propriate figure* Surely the Taylors would accept a figure within a million of 

their duo* But, no, there had never been an audit, and there would not bo one* 

It is impossible to recast Deep Rook’s history* Quod scrips!, scrips!.
h

Justice Roberta blcndly concludes on his last page with his last items

This is only one of the aspects (the dividends) in. which 
Standard’s management and control has operated to the detri
ment of Deep Rook’s financial condition and ability to 
function. Others are apparent from what has been said and 
from a study of the rodord*

Tot no word about the counterclaim. Mowhere. Mot a syllable. But when there 

was not oven disallowance of Standard’s claims it smacks of the foolish to talk of 

such an unthinkable thing as a counterclaim* Indeed, wormwood was ground deep 

into that word ‘equity.'

Time has come for another retrospective pause. The story of the Beep 

Rock has boon told. The details of the Birth of tike Doctrine have bean re

counted. Where doos the matter stand?

The progress has been dear. Mr. Justice Roberts was faced with an uncon

troverted set of foots. His duty was the duty of the court of equity. There was 

no obstacle to a full adjudication of full justice. The question was clear: the 

claim, the counterclaim, the over-all equities of the parties. Justice Roberts 

faced the facts. From these facts he came forward with a long series of Ultimate 

Factual Determinations. He fit into the pattern of the Instrumentality Principle 

the oapital stock ownership, the interlocking directorates, the financial aid, the 

inadequacy of capitalization, the complete domination and control, leases, fees, 

interest, dividends, - all the indicia, all the elements of instrumentality. To 

this minor premise of Justice Roberts was added the major, - the clear precedents 
of the courts: elements of instrumentality equals liability of parent. This was 
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the word of both writers and courts.

Yet full in the face of nia own reasoning, of the precedents, of all his 

Ultimate Factual Determinations indicating instrumentality, of his own opinion, 

came the decision of Mr. Justice Roberts. ’Standard pays nothing, has its claim 

allowed; Deep Rock gets nothing, is left sadly insolvent.

Grouped around this more important factor in the decision are lesser fac

tors. The rather marked illogic in the initial statement concerning Justice Brat

ton and the question before the court. The endorsement of the District Judge’s 

’conclusions’ full in the teeth of total repudiation of the very same considera

tions in the final disposition of the case in favor of Standard. The Total dis

regard of the Minority Common. There are lesser, but nonetheless important, fac

tors.

But do not be misled by these lesser points.. The one eminent, arresting and 

major point of the Deep Rock is the allowance of the Standard claim and the dis

allowance of the Deep Rock offset in flaunting opposition to the elaborate reason

ing, the detailed indicia of the Instrumentality Principle. Contrary to precedent. 

Contrary to inherent equity. Contrary to the general progress of the opinion it

self. Pragmatic illogicality. Illogical expediency. Direct repudiation of the 

Instrumentality Principle.



CHAPTER IV: A CONSIDERED EVALUATION OF THE POSITION OF THE DEEP ROCK 
’DOCTRINE’ IN THE TRADITION OF THE LAW OF PARENT AND SUBSIDIARIES
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Deep Rook as a Doctrine

ttThe exact nature of this 
subordination was doubtful *1 
after the Deep Rock case.” x

-—Harvard Law Review.

The materials to work with have now been assembled. Any difficulty attend

ant on possible factual obscurity has been removed. There can be no cloudiness 

of thought because of cloudiness of facts. For once and all the whole, true 

story of the Deep Hock is strewn out for all to see. On the score of facts 

the way is clear. There are no factual lacunae to rankle the mind in the pro

cess of evaluation.

Beyond the facts all other materials to work with are accounted for. The 

duty of the court was clear, the duty of a court of equity, full justice to 

all parties. The question before the court was clears, the claim, the counter

claim, over-all equity. The opinion was clear. From well-reasoned Ultimate 

Factual Determinations indicating full instrumentality came the total repudia

tion of instrumentality. Grouped around this Zeus are the lesser gods, the il

logicality in the statement of the question of the case, in the statement about 

Justice Bratton, both as to his reasons and his conclusion, the endorsement of 

the District Judge’s conclusions in the same breath with their repudiation, the 

disregard of the Minority Common, the misposition of the allowed claim. These 

are the materials with which to work in an evaluation of the Deop Hock as a 

'doctrine.’ From these materials must come the definition of ths ’Deep Rock 

Doctrine.’

But do not be misled by the varying importance of these materials. The 

knowledge of all the facts is important. The realization of the many lesser

1. Note in Harvard Law Review, noted supra, at 101$ •



inconsistencies in the opinion is helpful. But the most outstanding point of

the case, the one thing that the case stands for, that for which the Deep Book 

should be knovoi, is the full repudiation of the Instrumentality Principle full 

in the face of elaborate indicia of that very principle. That is the importance 

of the Deep Rock. That is the principle of the case.

But there is no need to belabor. The materials for consideration are all

too patent at this stage. The point at hand now is to consider them. To any 

good scholastic the first step in any consideration of a concept is the defini

tion. To evaluate the Deep Bock as a ’doctrine,’ the ’doctrine’ must be defined.

As manifest as it maybe, the definition of the Deep Bock ’doctrine' that 

should emanate from these pages is to be left until later. What have others 

said the ’doctrine* was? Back in 191|2 Israels, writing in the Columbia Law 

Review^ came forward with his formulation of the ’doctrine’. That formulation 

was repeated again in the same review in 19^7 • It seems to represent what some- 

would hold the ’doctrine’ to be.

Where a showing can be made that a subsidiary corpora
tion having public preferred stockholders was in
adequately capitalized from the outset, and was managed 
substantially in the interest of its parent, rather 
than in its own interests, the parent will not, in a 
bankruptcy or reorganization proceeding affecting the 
subsidiary, be permitted to assert a claim as a creditor, 
except in subordination to the claims of preferred 
stockholders.5

This is merely to state that when the elements of instrumentality are present the 

claim of the parent will nonetheless be allowed, but once allowed will be moved 

out of the usual allowed position into a position ahead of the Common, but behind 

the Preferred.

2. Israels in article cited supra, at 393*
3. Israels, quoted in Note in Columbia Law Review, cited supra, at 800.
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In his excellent new book on Corporations, Dean Berle adds his words

Again, where a parent, though supplying a subsidiary
corporation with assets, obtrudes itself into the 
management of the subsidiary and manages the affairs 
of the subsidiary not in the interests of the subsid
iary corporation, but in the interest of the parent, 
the courts likewise look through the corporate entity, 
Naturally where the subsidiary is -wholly owned, there 
is no outsider to complain, so long as creditors are 
paid. But where there are outside stockholders of a 
subsidiary, the courts, having disregarded the entity, 
may then endeavor to repair the wrong to the outsider. 
One such application of this is the famous Deep Rock 
case (Taylor et al v. Standard Gas & Electric Company 
et al,7'J06 U.°. 507) in which the courts 'having as
certained that the subsidiary had been managed, not as 
an independent enterprise standing on its own bottom, 
but as an integral part of the parent’s operations and 
for its benefit, subordinated a debt due to the parent 
from the subsidiary to the prior claims of the pre
ferred stockholders of the subsidiary.^-

It is quite obvious that Mr. Berle regards, or would like to regard,the

Deep -Rock ’doctrine’ as an elaboration of the Instrumentality Doctrine,'It

is grouped in that category in his book. It is defined as such above.

This definition of the ’doctrine’ by Mr. Berle is remarkably suited to 

lead to the next major consideration incumbent on any study of the ’doctrine'. 

If Mr, Berle would place the Deep Rock 'doctrine' in the line with the prior 

instances where "the courts likewise look through the corporate entity,”^-

I4.. Adolf A. Berle and William 0. Warren, Cases and Materials on the Law of 
Business ^Organizations (Corporations), Brooklyn, The Foundation Press, 
Inc., 1947> at 155,

5, Mr. Berle is far more circumspect in his article ‘’The Theory of Enterprise 
Entity,” 1+7 Columbia Law Review 51+3, April, 19U7* But the same stand on 
the Deep Rock 'Doctrine' is present, Mr. Berle Would like very much to 
use Deep Rock in his crusade to clean up the law of corporations. Because 
there is more implication than forthright assertion, it is necessary to 
read considerable context - pp, 350 et seq.



a more detailed, review of those oases is in order. Meanwhile, and through

out, these definitions of the ’doctx’ine* should be in mind. Yfhat then of
z

the tradition of instrumentality?

Before Deep Rook - the Instrumentality Cases.

’’The opinion, disdaining pre
cedent, took an approach al
together different from the 
previous claims cases...”

—•• Rembar in Columbia
Lavr Review.'

Deep-rooted in the law of corporations is the theory of separate cor

porate capacity or entity, The corporation is a juridical person, possessed

of its own individuating notes, character and personality. It is "a ficti-
g

tious personality with independent entity." From the early, classic state

ment in Salomon v. A. Salomon & Company,^ the corporation lias been regarded

as a "legal entity distinct from Salomon and the then members who composed

it... The company is ex hypothesi a distinct legal persona

Almost by the very fact that this distinct corporate entity was a fiction,

it might be concluded that there would be times when the continued use of that

fiction would result in inequity. There have been many manifestly such occasions

6. It would be foolish to chink that this treatment of the Instrumentality 
tradition was in any way exhaustive. Such a study is not warranted here. 
Actually, beyond the citation of a few cases, it would be sufficient to 
consider the Consolidated Rock Case, infra and supra, as indicative of 
the tradition, and to cite a satisfactory number of cases to show that 
liability is the only result sanctioned by precedent when the indicia 
of instrumentality are present. The Consolidated Case further inveighs 
against the subordination. Thus, this is meant as a sampling and a tast
ing, rather than a gorging.

7» Rembar, at 92I4.. Article cited supra. Discussed infra,
8. Berle, cited supra, at 159*

9. House of Lords, 1897. App. Uas• 22s 1895* 2 Ch. 523, 332.
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They have taken on different guises, hut the courts have had the tendency 

to group their designation under the one, or a kindred, titles "disregard 

of the corporate entity."

Yet it early developed that under certain cir
cumstances this entity was lost, or was dis
regarded hy the courts under certain circum
stances. If the courts could attach the in
cidents of corporate entity to an imperfect 
corporation ("de facto corporations"), they 
could also decline to give attributes of en
tity and personality to perfectly organized 
corporations. This, was called "disregard of 
the corporate fiction."®

What this concept of "disregard of the corporate entity" comes down to is a 

generalization deduced from many particularizations, an attempt at an 

universal rule of equity. It has been called "a fiction oddly employed 

to look through a fiction." This may be one good way of designating it.

Actually the many variations of conditions under which equity demands 

that the corporate fiction be ignored render a generalization difficult, 

but at the same time such a general rule is altogether possible. The mind 

of man is well able to formulate general ethical concepts for the governance 

of his conduct, and this is one of them. Latty, writing in 1936, presented 

his concise wording of the doctrine:

Sec. I4.7. Summary of Control and Instrumentality 
Formula. Where control is exercised not in the 
manner normal and usual with stockholders, but so 
as to make a corporation a mere instrumentality or 
agent, the corporate entity will be disregarded if 
to do otherwise would produce an inequitable result.

10. Latty, ut supra, at I9I 
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Thus -there were certain conditions and results that were always present 

in these cases of ’’piercing the corporate veil.” Where the parent cor

poration had set up the subsidiary as a front, a dummy, the veil would 

be pierced and the parent would be held liable for its own actions per

formed under the guise of the instrumentality. It has already been shown^ 

by resort to the text-writers that the presence of the elements of in

strumentality, the indicia detailed so elaborately by Justice Roberts, 

always resulted in liability in the parent. Powell said* ”... the parent
12 corporation will be responsible fox* the obligations of its subsidiary...” 

latty saids ”... liability is imposed to reach an equitable result.”^

Berle saids ”... the courts disregard the corporate entity at least to the 

extent of attaching the liabilities of the corporation to the person or 

corporation really furnishing the basic assets and ope^ation•”•^,■

The instance that is generally accepted as the first in which the 

courts made use of this disregard of the corporate entity to achieve justice 

came in the Watertown Paper Case. There the court expressed the rule to the 

effect that the corporate entity may

be disregarded in a case where a corporation is so 
organized and controlled, or its affairs so conduct
ed as to make it merely an instrumentality or ad
junct of anothei- corporation.-*-!?

11. Sees ’’The Writers,” and ’’The Courts," supra. Also the discussion of the 
Instrumentality Rule in the first, second and third chapters.

12. Powell, quoted by Phillips, CJ, cited supra.

1$. Latty, at 191.

II4.. Berle, at 155*
15. The Watertown Paper Cp.sej supra, at 256*
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Since that day in 1909* "the courts have followed, with a continuous series 

of such adjudications. They have followed a similar pattern and can be 

reduced to the general rule already noteds where the general indicia of 

instrumentality are present, liability of the parent for the acts of the 

false subsidiary is imposed. In the famous Chicago Railway case the court 

put it this ways.

...where stock ownership has been resorted to, not 
for the purpose of participating in the affairs of 
a corporation in the normal and usual manner, but 
for the purpose ... of controlling a subsidiary 
company so that it may be used as a mere agency or 
instrumentality of the owning company... In such 
a case the courts will not permit themselves to 
be blinded or deceived, by mere forms of law but, 
regardless of fictions, will deal with the sub
stance of the transaction involved as if the cor
porate agency did not exist and as the justice of 
the case may require.1°

During the years following these cases the tradition of liability imposed 

for the acts of a parent under the guise of a subsidiary continued.^ There 

was no substantial variance. Either the parent was declared to have been 

acting sub nomine of the subsidiary, and hence was liable for its own acts, 

or the situation was declared to be a bona fide separation of corporate per

sonalities, and hence the acts and liabilities were both genuinely those of 

the subsidiary. But there -vias never any middle ground, the disjunction was 

complete. The twain were not made to meet.

16. The Chicago Railway Case, supra, at 501*
17» The more outstanding cases in this tradition are1 United States v. Lehigh 

Valley R.R. Co., 220 U.S. 257, 1911; Davis v. Alexander," 2g>9 U»S. 117, 1925; 
McCaskill v» United States, 216 U.S. 504, 1910> United States v. Delaware 
L. and W. R. Co,, 258 U.B. 516* 1915; United States v. Readings Co,, 253 
U.S. 26, 1920";" Hart Steel Co. v. Railroad Sup. Co~., 21)0»S. 297, 1917* 
To carry on with more of the same would be unnecessary. In the detailed 
analysis of the later resorts to the Deep Rock there will be many cita
tions of cases in this tradition. For many more see infra and supra.
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In 1920 the Supreme Court of the‘United States approved the disregard 

of the entity by the Circuit Court by a denial of certiorari in the Lucken-
18 1 

bach Steamship Case, Luckenbach owned 9U% of* "the Luckenbach Steamship 

Company and 90/o of the Luckenbach Company, Hence both were controlled by the 

same shareholders. What the court did was to hold the Company liable for 

a default of the Steamship Company on a contract for freight carriage. Ac

tually there was no evidence of direct intervention, either in general or in 

this instance. But the Company, with a capital of $800,000, owned and leased 

eight or nine steamers, worth hundreds of thousands, to the Steamship Company 

with a capital of only $10,000. The rentals were far less than the actual 

rental value of the ships. The results the courts held the companies "identic 

cal.” It was said?

For all practical purposes the two concerns 
are one, and it would be unconscionable to 
allow the owner of this fleet of steamers, 
worth millions of dollars, to escape liability 
because it had turned them over a year before 
to a $10,000 corporation, which is simply it
self in another form,

The similarity in expression, and the identity in concept, between these last

words of the Circuit Court and the words of Justice Bratton on the Circuit

Court dissent in Deep Rock demand remark, the assertion of a claim in
1.20 such circumstances amounts to the presentation of a claim against itself.,.’

The underlying rationale of these instrumentality cases is the same. A corpora

tion cannot assert a claim against itself. A corporation cannot evade the 18 

18. Luckenbach S.S. Co,, Inc. v. W. &. Grace & Co., Inc., 267 Fed. 676

19.
(C.C.A, 1920)," cert, denied, 25U U.S.' '6UU, 1920 
Ibid., at 681.

20 Bratton, C,J,f at 708
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liability of its acts merely because disguised, under a false name and a false 

front, The Luckenbach Case presents a simple form of the usual procedure. Shorn 

of the complexities of Deep Rock it illustrates the principle and points clearly 

to the requisite equitable outcome.
21

The Berkey Case handed down by Justice Cardozo in the days when he was on 

the New York bench is consonant with the tradition. There the result was the 

opposite, but the principle was the same. Ultimately it hung on the facts, not 

on the rule. The plaintiff sought relief in tort for personal injuries received 

on alighting from a street car of the Forty-Second Street Company. She sued 

the Third Avenue Company which owned substantially all of the stock .of the Forty-

Second Street Company. Her theory was the instrumentality principle. She con

tended ’’that under the screen of this subsidiary and others, the defendant does 

in truth operate for itself the entire system of connected roads,and is thus 

liable for the torts of the consolidated enterprise.”^ Here the courts did not 

believe that such an instrumentality existed. There was no quibble with the 

principle. "We find in the case at hand neither agency on the one hand, nor, on
22the other, abuse to be corrected by the implication of a merger...” It simply 

resolved itself into a question of facts did the indicia of instrumentality exist?

The court felt* no. Therefore, the usual results no liability. The court was not

disavowing the principle. It was actually applying it. Had the facts demanded 

liability, there would have been liability. "Liability of the parent has never been 

adjudged when the subsidiary has maintained so consistently and in so many ways
on 

as here the separate organization that is the mark of a separate existence...”

Had the facts indicated the absence of such separate existence, the liability would 

be adjudged.

21. Berkey v. Third Avenue Ry. Co., 2I4I4. N.Y. 81|., 1926.

22. Ibid., at 87®
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The Tulsa Taxi Case -was an instance where the facts did indicate in

strumentality and the consequent liability. This was in 1936. The plaintiff 

sought and received a judgment in tort for personal injury received from a cab 

operated under the name of the Yellow Cab Service Company. But the §7,000 

judgment was not collectible. Yellow had no realizable assets. In fact it 

had gone out of business, and the good-will, assets and business were now in 

the hands of the Tulsa Yellow Cab Taxi and Baggage Company. When the facts 

came out it appeared that the Yellow had been incorporated with only §1,000 

in capital to remove the necessity of public liability insurance on the part 

of the already operating Tulsa. This kept the substantial assets of the Tulsa 

cut of the way and left the depleted treasury of the Yellow as the only source 

of satisfaction of tort losses. The court remarked the substantial assets in 

the one, the total lack of assets in the other, and outlined the obvious unity 

of the two.

The absolute and ultimate control of the new cor
poration remained in the old corporation by virtue of 
its power to cancel the lease and take back the 
property necessary for operation of the business. 
The situation created was such that the new corpora
tion at any time could be put out of business solely 
at the option of the old corporation if danger should 
threaten or financial embarrassment occur, file 
business continued in rhe hands of the new corpora
tion to be managed by substantially the same per-_. 
sonnel. Its place of business remained the same.^

Just as in the Berkey case, this was a question of fact, not law. If the in

dicia are present, there is liability. If not, no liability.

23. ffallace v. Tulsa Yellow Sab Taxi & Baggage Co., 178 Okla. Ip, 1936.

21.j,. Ibid., at 18.
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In the Berkey case, no indicia, no liability. Herei

The new corporation was a mere instrumentality 
or adjunct of the old or dominant corporation. ' 
We conceive it our duty in this case to look 
beyond the form and to the substance of the 
transactions here involved. The fiction of 
separate legal entity in this case must be dis
regarded and.the two corporations held to con
stitute but a single entity.^h

So the court imposed the liability on the parent.

TelisIn Telis v. 25 •the defendant conveyed his property to a dummy cor

poration which he had set up for the purpose of defeating his wife’s dower 

rights. The court would hear none of that.

Rather is the common exercise of the right 
to pierce the corporate veil deeply and 
firmly rooted in the principle that our 
courts do not permit the doctrine of cor
porate entity to be used for the purpose 
of defeating justice.

So the wife was given her statutory right of dower in the premises.

As a final fillip to this matter of the tradition of the courts in

Instrumentality cases, the clear words of the Supreme Court of the United

States in the Consolidated Case in I9I4I are a fit ends

It is merely a question as to the amount by 
which Consolidated is indebted to the sub
sidiaries and the proof and allowance of that 
claim. The subsidiaries need not be sent into
state courts to have that liability determined 
The bankruptcy court having exclusive juris
diction over the holding company and the sub
sidiaries has plenary power to adjudicate all 
the issues pertaining to the claim.^7

25» Telis v. Telis, et al, Court of Errors and Appeals of N.J., I9I42* 
152 N.J. Eq. 25, 26 A 2d 21+9.

26. Ibid., at 29.

27. Consolidated Rock Products Co. v. DuBois, 512 U.S. 510* at 522, 523*
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This set up the duty of the court, the duty of a court of equity, the duty to 

render substantial justice to all parties, to adjudicate the rights of every 

party before the court. Next the Supreme Court summed up the law, and re

iterated the Instrumentality Principle.

There has been a unified operation of those several 
properties by Consolidated pursuant to the operating 
agreement. That operation not only resulted in ex
tensive commingling of assets. All management 
functions of the several companies were assumed by 
Consolidated. The subsidiaries abdicated. Con
solidated operated them as mere departments of its 
own'business. Not even the formalities of separate 
corporate organizations were observed, except in • 
minor particulars such as the maintenance of cer
tain separate accounts. In view of these facts, 
Consolidated is in no position to claim that its 
assets are insulated from claims of creditors of 
the subsidiaries. To the contrary, it is well settled 
that where a holding company directly intervenes in 
the management of its subsidiaries so as to treat 
them as mere departments of its own enterprise, it 
is responsible for the obligations of those subsi
diaries incurred or arising during its management. 
••• & holding company which assumes to treat the 
properties of its subsidiaries as its owy, cannot 
take the benefits of direct management without the 
burdens.

With these words, the short history of the tradition of the Instrumentality

Principle is completed. Surely no better ending could be used. No better nexus

28. Ibid., at 525, 521-I-* This Consolidated Case stands out as an exceptionally 
pertinent decision in regard to the Deep Kock. It represents just about the 
antithesis of the Deep Nock ’doctrine,’ and perhaps what could, be called the 
obverse of Deep Nock. In it sure all the principles of law that would have 
righted the wrong in the Deep Rock. There'are clear References to the law 
of priorities: ’’Whether a company is solvent or insolvent in eithei' the 
equity or bankruptcy sense, ’’any arrangement of the parties by which the sub
ordinated rights.and interests of the stockholders are attempted to be secur
ed at the expense of the prior rights” of creditors ’’comes within judicial 
denunciation.” At 527. But most of all, Consolidated speaks out so unmistak
ably on the central point in Deep Rocks ’’There are no "barriers to a valuation 
and enforcement of that claim.” That claim is the claim of the subsidiaries 
against Consolidated. At 527. Were any case best able to serve as the subject 
for a study of the proper approach to the problem posed by Deep Rock, it would 
be Consolidated. It is in perfect line with the tradition of the*Instrumentality 
Principle. it' "lists all the cases in that tradition. It handles the over-all 
equities of the parties. In fact, owing to the inclusion of Deep Rock among 
the cited cases, on a collateral point,_ Consolidated operates as an implicit 
disapproval of Deep Rock. The Supreme Court''trull dates that it has read? Deep 
Rock, but of course is usable to apply a whit of it.
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between the -tradition of the courts and the treatment of that tradition at 

the hands of Justice Roberts. No better introduction to the position of the 

Deep -Nock in this tradition of the court.

Deep Nock in the Tradition.

”In view of these facts...11 the parent 
”... is in no position to claim that 
its assets are insulated...”

28‘ ---- The Supreme Court.

These words of the Supreme Court set off the denouement to this evaluation 

of the Deep Nock as a ’doctrine.* These words help answer one of the foremost 

questions in this study of Deep Hock: "Where does Deep -Nock fit in? «hat is 

Deep -Nock’s position in the line of Instrumentality decisions? These words, and 

the whole line of cases answer the question. The Deep Hock was a complete break 

with the tradition. When the courts found all of the indicia of instrumentality 

present, the courts declared the parent liable for the debts of the subsidiary. 

When Mr. Justice Roberts found all the indicia of instrumentality, he let Standard 

off scot free, unscathed completely by the Deep H00k counterclaim. Instead of 

saying:

A holding company which assumes to treat the pro
perties of its subsidiaries as its own cannot take 
the benefits of direct management without the bur
dens . ^9

Justice Roberts allowed the parent’s claim and disallowed the subsidiary’s 

counterclaim. There is only one answer to this question. The Deep Rock case 

is a complete repudiation of the Instrumentality Principle. The Deep Rock case 

is a retrogression in the progress of the courts in the application of instru

mentality equity. It can lead nowhere.

29. Ibid., at 52U'
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This also comes, willy-nilly, as an answer -to Mr. Eerie’s grouping of 

Deep Rock in the Instrumentality category. Deep hock is by no means an 

elaboration of the Instrumentality Principle. With no thought of clair

voyance, and no authority to substantiate the submission, it is nevertheless 

submitted that Mr. Berle rather wished than thought that the Deep Rock was a 

logical elaboration and perfecting of the Instrumentality tradition. Mr. 

Berle is to be highly praised and thanked as the one man most responsible for 

a reviving tendency to clean up the law of corporations. It is patently, his 

earnest desife to bring into the law of corporations a reinvigorated, moral life. 

This desire is an excellent end. But in a mitigated and camouflaged sense 

Mr. Berle is attempting to use this end to justify his means. His means is the 

use of Deep Rock as a furtherance of the healthy tendencies of the Instrument

ality Principle. But to use Deep Rock for such an end is a contortion of 

Deep Rock. Deep Rock is a bad means, and as congenial.. as it may well be to 

hide the fact, there is no end praiseworthy enoughs to justify the means, 

especially if the means be Deep Rock. Pacts must be faced. Deep Rock is 

essentially contrary to the equitable instrumentality principle. To contort 

it into an elaboration of that principle is neither good law, nor good reason, 

nor good ethics, nor good logic, nor common sense. 'Were this otherwise the 

court would have saids

To the contrary, it is well settled that where 
a holding company directly intervenes in the 
management of its subsidiaries so as to treat 
them as mere departments of its own enterprise, 
it is responsible for the obligations of those 
subsidiaries incurred or arising during its 
mana gement

JO. Ibid., at 52U 
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No, there is no way around this conclusion* the Deep Hock is a perversion of 

the Instrumentality Principle and of the equity that is at the base of that 

principle. All of which leads to the climax of this study, the final con

clusion from all these pages, and sections and chapters. The one lasting word 

that should be spoken:

The Deep Rock ’Doctrine1 Is Dead

"On present indications, the 
future of the doctrine is 
wholly speculative."

—Israels in Columbia Law
Review in 191+2.51

This is the one lasting word that should be spoken in these pages: the
A

Deep Rock doctrine* is dead. Or perhaps, more correctly, the Deep Rock ’doctrine1 

never was a doctrine. But whether it'is dead, or never was born, the same con

clusion is necessary at this date some nine years after the opinion: The Deep 

Rock, as a ’doctrine,’ must be abandoned. To condone it as an advance in the 

equitable instrumantality theory, is to contort it and to pervert the tradition 

of the theory. Honest scholarship, honest ethics and morals, honest juris

prudence, honest law, all demand that Deep Rock as a ’doctrine’ be abandoned.

But merely because Deep Rock is a Perversion of Tradition is alone not the reason 

for abandonment. It should be insultingly obvious after these many pages to say 

that there are many other reasons why Deep Rock as a ’doctrine’ can no more be used. 

In any such matter, ultimately the reason must be reduced to some form of ir

rationality. It is so with Deep Rock. Flowing from an Intrinsic Irrationality 

comes an Essential Unpredictability. Clearly even beyond the fact of its Per

version of Tradition is the importance of its intrinsic irrationality. This 

31. Israels, supra, at 391 
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alone, and finally, suffices for the statement that the Deep Kock as a 

’doctrine’ must be abandoned. Ultimately, then, this is the underlying 

reason for the -whole burden of this study, for the whole thesis of this 

work: The Deep Rock ’Doctrine’ is Dead.

Intrinsic Irrationality

•'In short, Justice Roberts goes 
in with 2 and 2, and comes out 
with a big, fat,inexplicable 9»”

> —-From the "Birth of the
Doctrine.” ^2

In truth this point has already be® adequately treated. But it is so 

basic to the whole study that it must be fitted in at the base in this, the 

proper time. When a given process of reasoning, a particular instance of 

reasoning, is actually illogical, is a progression from known, acknowledged 

premises to completely inconsequent conclusions, to conclusions that i n no 

wise follow from the premises, that reasoning process is irrational^JWhen 

this same particular instance of reasoning is subjected to a generalization, 

is attempted to be made into a general rule, an universal principle for 

general application, that principle, that general rule must of necessity and 

perforce be also irrational. Here, the particular instance of reasoning was 

intrinsically irrational. Here, the generalization from that particular 

instanoe must also be intrinsically irrational. This is the simple arith

metic of logic. If a man takes 2 and 2 and comes out with 9* aild "then makes 

his general rule from that one mistake, this is his general rule: 2 and 2 

equals 9* he illogic of the one is necessarily the result of the illogic of

J2. From "The Death of the Deep Rock Doctrine."
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the other. If it was intrinsically illogical in Deep Rock for Justice Roberts 

to go in with all the indicia of instrumentality and come out with the allowance 

of Standard’s claim and the disallowance of Deep Ropk’s counterclaim, the rule, 

the generalization, the ’doctrine’ that will be deduced from this instance will, 

and is, also intrinsically illogical. To go over again all the illogicalities 

of Deep Rock would be unnecessary, to say nothing of impolite. Zeus and his 

lesser gods must be left for all in their Olympian home. But their memory is 

enough. From that the conclusions can be made.

Simply let the mind concoct some possible cases. There is nothing that will 

uncover the irrationality of a principle like the application to numerous possible 

instances. Just for some samples, suppose the parent ms just crafty enough to 

eliminate all open account book claims, was just foresighted enough to secure all 

claims and hence never needed to come in with a claim. The force of the Deep 

Rock ’doctrine’ would be nil. Suppose that the parent had an extensive bona fide 

claim of say §10 million and had milked the subsidiary only to the small extent 

of a few thousand, then would not Mr. Fields and his cry of ’’punitive”^ be 

exactly true? But there is no need to suppose in such a case. The Dis-tric-t 

Court in the Kansas City Journal-Post Case^ reversed just such a subordination. 

Further picture something more similar to Deep Rock itself. No assets in the 

defunct subsidiary. Counterclaim against the parent in amount of §100 million. 

Claim of parents §1 million. Indebtedness to Preferred:. §101 million. The 

Court subordinates. Results Parent loses the §1 million: gains' the §100. Sub

sidiary gains the $1 million: loses the §100. All these examples completely 

ignore the Public Minority Common. They are out in the cold in Deep Rock in any

33.Field, in article cited supra.

3U» In re Kansas City Journal-Post Co., 11{1|. Fed. 2d 791. 19UU* 
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event. The mind can carry on •with these examples extensively. The later 

instance of what the court was actually faced with will bear these out.

From. that the basic illogicality can be‘seen. It is that intrinsic ir

rationality that is at the bottom of the essential uselessness of Deep Hock as 

a ’doctrine.’ Therein lies the reason for abandonment. That is why the Deep 

Rock ’Doctrine’ is dead.

But all this has been theoretical. Had there never been an attempt to use 

the Deep Rock as a ’doctrine’ all this could have been said. Rad this been 

written the day after Deop Rock was handed down, it could have been said. Il

logicality is inherent. It needs nothing further to prove tit. It speaks for 

itself. But this does not mean that further corroboration is to be contemned. 

In fact, it is gratifying to see that the logic of a stand is verified in the 

event. How satisfying it would have been to have stood back from Deep Rock 

in the early days just after adjudication and said: The inherent illogicality 

of this so-called ’Doctrine’’ will render it incapable of application, incapable 

of predictability, useless as a general rule which the courts can follow with 

intelligence and reason. And then to have watched, as the years passed, the 

courts and the writers and everyone involved with Deep Rock proceed to prove 

the truth of the coldly clear prediction made in 1939* Yet had this state

ment been made, so it would have been proved. As a direct consequence of this 

Intrinsic Irrationality is the resultant Essential Unpredictability and General 

Uncertainty woven deep in the Deep Rock ’doctrine.’



Uncertainty and. Unpredictability

”The difficulty with the court's 
decision in the instant case is the 
lack of any definite, certain rule 
by which to predict the outcome of 
any similar case.”

—Cornell Law Quarter ly.^

This uncertainty and unpredictability is so closely interrelatedwith the 

illogicality as almost to forbid separation. It comes down to this, that the 

logical mind of man cannot reenact under different facts an illogical procedure. 

An illogical stab in the dark can rarely in the law of averages be repeated. It 

is the right order of the human intellect that forbids following twice the same 

disorderly process. It is impossible to get lost in the same way and over the 

same paths twice. That is why there is uncertainty and that is why no one can 

predict what will come of the next attempt to get lost. Getting lost is a new 

experience each time, and must remain so. In the end the best evidence of this 

uncertainty and this unpredictability, and ultimately of the root illogicality, 

is the action of the courts and the administrative bodies of the government in 

handling the concept so-called the Deep Rock 'doctrine.' Complementary to this 

evidence of the courts is the treatment accorded the 'doctrine' by the writers 

and legp.1 commentators.

Both substantiate ad summum the thesis that a 'doctrine' that is ill- 

conceived, ill-founded, ill-achieved, without reason, that is in fact no doc

trine at all, that was dead at birth, cannot lead to anything but confusion.

Besides corroborating the theoretical conclusions of this study to the effect 

that the Deep Rock as a 'doctrine' must be abandoned/ the study of what later 

courts did to the ’doctrine] and what writers thought of it, rounds out the treat

ment begun with the study of the decisions ante-dating the Deep Rock. This will 

fill out the 'after' of the ’before and after.’ The Intrinsic Irrationality and 

the Essential Unpredictability, therefore, as shown by the Courts and the Writers.
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THE COURTS AID THE. DOCTRINE

In the nine years since Nr. Justice Roberts brought forth his 

Deep Rock 'doctrine’ the Federal courts have had resort to his opinion 

approximately forty times. The Deep Rock in practice is in complete ac

cord with the theory of Deep Rock seen in these pages. For the theorist 

this is a sati:■ Tying corroboration of theory, but it is alarming for the 

jurist, the jurisprudent, the lawyer, and it calls for action, the action 

of an abandonment.

In conspectus what do these Federal opinions yield? Half of them 

confined themselves to strictly collateral points. There is chaos in 

the remaining twenty. Roughly ten of these twenty simply called on the 

Deep Rock for support of the Instrumentality Principle.

Of the remaining ten opinions the picture is a hodge-podge. These 

op .nions were not just sure what Deep Rock stood for. They took it for 

a variety of things, or adjudicated in a spirit essentially contrary to 

it. A few really ap lied straight equity and cited Deep Rock. In the 

main these were misconceptions of what Deep Rock stood for.

The conclusion of these references is that there was no important 

purpose achieved by them at all. In the collateral points the some re

sult could have been acieved by other precedents. The Instrumentality 

Principle certainly aid not need Deep Rock for substantiation. Of the 

mil-conceptions and misapplications, abandonment is the only answer. 

The courts aptly illustrate that what is in se illogical is , per orce, 

going to entail considerable confusion in any attempt at perpetuation. 

The one lone conclusion: the Deep Rock doctrine must be abandoned.
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THE WRITERS AIS THE DOCTRIHE

Hext after the courts cone the legal commentatorc. There corrobora

tion of the contusions of this study, their indication of the confusion, 

uncertainty end essential unpredictablity is manifest. Everything con

tinues to point to the intrinsic illogicality of the ’doctrine.’

There have been roughly a dozen commentaries on the Deep Rock since 

its adjudication. Each makes its contribution of truth, in instances. 

All nisconcieve the purport, in over-all. Tone reach the heart. Without 

exception each adds its share to the confusion, not c ulpably, but impel

led by the desire to present its analysis, but frustrated by the inherent 

irrationality of the presented opinion.

In general the irrationality of the aoctrine was reflected in the 

commentaries just as it was reflected in the opinions of the curls.

The study of the Deep Rock as a doctrine is concluded, now would 

be the time for the definition. That definition w ich was to emanate 

from these pages. .Ait now there is no need for such an attempt. It is 

quite obvious that where there is really no doctrine there can be no de- 

fi ition of that doctrine. As much as the commentators may attempt to 

formulate some expression of what went on in the Deep Rock adjudication, 

as much as there is reference to the Deep Rock as a doctrine, everything 

has pointed to this one conclusion, that there is no doctrine, that there 

can be no definition of that doctrine. From the history of the instrumen

tality cases there came the same conclusions Deep Rock is a perversion
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of the logic of the tradition. From the analysis of the inner workings 

of the reasoning of Deep Hock came: Intrinsic Illogicality - Essential 

Unpredictab..ity. From the Federal courts: confusion andiiisapplication 

and misconception. From the writers and commentators: Uncertainty and 

misunderstanding.

And from all comesthe grand conclusion: The Deep Hock doctrine is 

dead. From all comesthe commonsense command: The Deep Rock as a doctrine 

must be abandoned. There is not. mg of such value or of such use as to 

offset the inherent danger that such doctrine offers. The only course 

is the course of abandonment.
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At last cones the time for the final retrospective pause. LIow the 

time to gather all the threads together. The time to consider what has 

been done.

From the first days of the Deep Rock in 1919 to the last sad hours 

in 1941 the whole story was unfolded. Perhaps for the first time all 

the facts were strewn out in an ugly picture of leases, fees, rentals, 

dividends, domination. From Special Master to District Court, to Circuit 

Court, to Mr. Justice Roberts. There was nothur.g omitted. Do chance to 

be cloudy because of cloudy facts.

With, clear facts ready, the lwa was studied. All the materials for 

study were at hand. The duty of the court was unmistakable! fully ecu ty 

to all. The question before the court was manfests the claim, the count

erclaim, over-all equities. The opinion was equally clear. From well- 

reasoned Ultimate Factual Determinations indicating full Instrumentality 

came incrnsequesnt conclusions totally repudiating Instrumentality. In 

this lay the one outstanding, unforgettable point in the case. Around 

this were other inconsistencies, but in this was the center of Deep Rock. 

This was what the case stood for. Allowance of the Standard claim. Dis

allowance of the Deep Rock counterclaim.

With these materials, the position of Deep Rock in the history of the 

lav/ was condidiered. Of the Tradition of Instrumentality it was a Perver

sion. In its basic reasoning it was Intrinsically illogical. Essential

ly Unpredictable. From its use in the Federal courts came the conclu

sion: Confusion, misapplication, misconception. From the writers and 

commentators: Uncertainty and misunderstanding.
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From, facta, from lav/, from legal analysis came the one screaming 

decision: The Deep Rock Doctrine must be abandoned. And that is the 

burden ofthis thesis. There has been foisted on the legal world a 

type of fraud. It has come about by circumstance, by good intentions, 

by petty misconceptions, by overweening pedantry and to the desire to 

stn e, by bungling in some cases and there is some instnaces of clear 

error. But must of all because of the gregarious instinct and the ten

dency to agree. Actually he whole has een a mistake and the mistake 

must now be corrected by felling the doctrine and abandoning it.

But abandonement is not merely a negative purpose. Abandonment
1 

is negative, it is hue. But there is more than that. This is an ex

hortation bo fill the gap with equity. And since the Lord gave us amply 

the principles wherewith to fill the breach, this is a study with a 

twofold purpose. There is the adminition of abandonment of the doc

trine, and that is the immediate aim. And there is the further sincere 

direction that the yawing breach be filled with that breach-filling 

doctrine, the principles of natural justice and the commonsense dictattes 

of the natural law that God has so kindly given us. And that is the ulti

mate aim.

t-

1. For, as already indicated, this is but a part of the complete study 
of the philosophy of the corporation lav/ of Mr. Justice Roberts. In- 
sofaras this part is negative, the remainder will be most positive. 
The thought has been to make modest indications as to where the Scho
lastic concept of the natural moral law might have led the Court and 
Mr. Justice Roberts had it been given consideration.


